Performance/Administration
Cabinet Committee

Members of the Performance/Administration Cabinet Committee of Gravesham Borough
Council are summoned to attend a meeting to be held at the on Tuesday, 19 February 2019 at
7.30 pm when the business specified in the following agenda is proposed to be transacted.

S Walsh
Service Manager (Communities)
Agenda
Part A
Items likely to be considered in Public

1. Apologies
2. Minutes

(Pages 3 - 16)

3. Declarations of interest
4. To consider whether any items in Part A of the agenda should be
considered in private or those (if any) in Part B in public.

5. General Data Protection Regulations

(Pages 17 - 24)

6. Corporate Performance Update - Quarter Three 2018-19

(Pages 25 - 36)

To present Members of the Performance and Administration Committee
with an update against the Performance Management Framework, as set
out within the council’s Corporate Plan 2015-19, for Quarter Three 201819 (October – December 2018).

7. Working in Partnership Framework

Civic Centre, Windmill Street, Gravesend Kent DA12 1AU

(Pages 37 - 82)

8. Any other business which by reason of special circumstances the Chair is
of the opinion should be considered as a matter of urgency.

9. Exclusion
To move, if required, that pursuant to Section 100A (4) of the Local
Government Act 1972 that the public be excluded from any items
included in Part B of the agenda because it is likely in view of the nature
of business to be transacted that if members of the public are present
during those items, there would be disclosure to them of exempt
information as defined in Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Act.
Part B
Items likely to be considered in Private

Members
Cllr Derek Shelbrooke (Chair)
Cllr John Knight (Vice-Chair)
Councillors:

Brian Francis
Rob Halpin
Gary Harding
Samir Jassal
Peter Scollard
Narinder Singh Thandi

Substitutes:

To be notified
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Agenda Item 2

Performance/Administration Cabinet Committee
Thursday, 15 November 2018

7.30 pm

Present:
Cllr Derek Shelbrooke (Chair)
Cllr John Knight (Vice-Chair)
Councillors:

Brian Francis
Rob Halpin
Samir Jassal
Peter Scollard
Narinder Singh Thandi

Mike Bytheway
Jackie Baker
Ben Turner
Lauren Wallis

31.

Service Manager (Revenues & Benefits)
Assistant Revenues & Benefits Manager
Corporate Performance Manager
Committee Services Officer (minutes)

Apologies

An apology for absence was received from Cllr Gary Harding.

32.

To sign the minutes of the previous meeting

The minutes of the meeting held on 17 September 2018 were signed by the Chair.

33.

To declare any interest Members may have in the items contained on
this agenda. When declaring an interest Members should state what
their interest is.

Cllr Robert Halpin made a declaration of interest in respect the item on Universal Credit as
he worked in employment support.

34.

To considered whether any items in Part A of the agenda should be
considered in private or those (if any) in Part B in public.

None.

35.

Corporate Performance Update – Quarter Two 2018-19 (July –
September 2018)

The Corporate Performance Manager presented an update against the Performance
Management Framework, as set out in the Council’s Corporate Plan 2015-19, for Quarter 2
2018/19 (July to September 2018). The report presents a suite of performance measures
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and indicators that directly relate to the Performance and Administration portfolio and the
associated policy commitments detailed in the Council’s adopted Corporate Plan 2015-19.
Members were advised that this was a progress report and that three Performance
Measures had missed their targets for the quarter and the narrative explained the
background to this. However, it was noted that the measures were all within National and
County averages.
2.

Quality frontline services delivered on time and to the right people.

Performance Measure 11 – Average Time taken to Process Housing Benefit/Council Tax
New Claims (days)
The Service Manager (Revenues & Benefits) advised that concern had previously been
expressed in relation to Performance Measures 11 and 12. However, National measures
related to Housing Benefit only whereas Council statistics related to Housing and Council
Tax Reduction as follows:
Housing Benefit

September
October
November

14.7 days
15.2 days
15.1 days

This had been a dramatic turnaround especially taking into consideration the need to train
new benefits officers.
The Assistant Revenues & Benefits Manager advised that the figures shown were joint
figures and Housing Benefit claims were currently being processed in 19.8days. Processes
had been put in place that worked to the strengths and weaknesses of officers making the
process more efficient. It was hoped that the service would achieve its targets by the fourth
quarter.
The following comments were made in relation to the above and Benefits performance
indicators:
•

It was noted that what had been achieved by the trainees was impressive especially
given the complexity of the work involved. The Apprenticeship Levy would be used to
offer the trainees the possibility of undertaking an appropriate qualification.

•

Members were advised that the introduction of Universal Credit had initially caused
concern and some officers had left the Council. However since the delay of the
migration date, the Assistant Revenues & Benefits Manager had worked to increase
morale. It was also intended to train officers to provide them with skills to work on
other teams.

•

Councillors noted that as the housing benefits disappears existing staff with the
correct knowledge would work on this whilst new staff would be trained to work on
the new systems.
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Work to maximise income collection through the robust management and
recovery of debts owed to the Council.

Performance Measure 9 – Percentage of Council Tax Collected
Performance Measure 10 – Percentage of NNDR Collected
It was noted that Council Tax collection was on target but NNDR was not. However
performance fluctuated from month to month and Members appreciated it was the final
outturn figure that was important.
Performance Indicator 42 – Total Amount of Housing Benefit Overpayments Raised
The Service Manager (Revenues & Benefits) advised that, as previously discussed, the
indicators had been changed from percentage measurement to monetary values which had
proved more accurate. As a result of the introduction of Universal Credit, the Council no
longer needed a Court Order to find out if an applicant was in employment. The DWP now
gave local authorities this information on request.
The Chair thanked Revenues and Benefits staff for all their hard work.
4.

Deliver on opportunities for the sharing and selling of council services.

The Corporate Performance Manager stated that the 6% figure equated to 28 shared service
posts within GBC. As part of the ‘Bridging the Gap’ activity MT would continue to analyse
services and identify potential opportunities for services to be shared in the future. The new
shared Licensing Service, led by Mark Lees – Regulatory Services Manager, and hosted by
the Borough Council, was scheduled to become live on 1 January 2019 and would have a
positive impact on the future outturns for PI 45 - % of posts involved in shared service
arrangements.
5.

Continuously review and adapt how we deliver our services to achieve
financial efficiencies and improved performance.

As at budget setting 2017/18, the Council was facing a funding gap of £2.9m by 2019/20
from the reduction in central government grant. In response, the Corporate Performance
Manager highlighted that the ‘Bridging the Gap’ strategy had been put in place to address
the shortfall and that, of the total, £2.1m had already been delivered and reflected in the
Council’s Medium Term Financial Plan through the key activities of the strategy. Through
various pressures, there was now an additional £1m at least to be saved which would see
the meeting of Cabinet in November presented with a report detailing a variety of options to
consider to address the budget challenge. Details of the report and what was agreed would
be reported back to the next meeting of the Performance/Administration Cabinet Committee.
Resolved that the report be noted.
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Corporate Register of Partnerships 2018/19

Members were advised of the Council’s involvement in partnerships that were within the
remit of the Committee.
The Service Manager (Revenues & Benefits) advised that the partnerships were reviewed
annually and there were two partnerships that fell within the remit of the Committee. The
Audit and Counter Fraud shared service outcomes were being achieved, costs were being
reduced, with resilience and flexibility being increased. Members of the team were learning
the different roles within the Team and the audit programme was being delivered despite the
challenges of some long term sickness absence.
The Revenues and Benefits shared management arrangements with Tonbridge & Malling
had previously been discussed by the Committee with work being undertaken to benefit both
the councils involved.
Resolved that the report be noted.

37.

Universal Credit - Oral Update

The Service Manager (Revenues & Benefits) circulated an update paper on Universal Credit
(attached as an appendix to these minutes) and welcomed Evelyn Cook – Deputy Chief
Executive Officer from Citizens Advice North and West Kent to the meeting. The Committee
was informed that Gravesham had been on Universal Credit (UC) since 30 May 2018 and
this meant that UC was available to all claimants with the exception of some categories.


Following a question with regard to the mitigation with regards to direct payments to
landlords, it was noted that the rules had been relaxed and applicants could request
that the rent part of the UC be paid direct to a landlord. A landlord could also request
this measure and consideration was based on vulnerability or risk of arrears. The
Service Manager (Revenues & Benefits) had advised staff to prompt residents to ask
for their rent to be paid direct at the point of claiming.



Members were advised that the BBC Panorama programme had recently given a
good overview of UC and had highlighted that the key issue was the lack of money
management skills of recipients.



The Service Manager (Revenues & Benefits) confirmed that the time from UC
application submission and payment was 5 weeks.

Evelyn Cook advised that Citizens Advice (CA) provided a daily service from 10am to 2pm
from Monday to Friday, to assist people who could not manage apply for UC themselves. CA
also provided additional digital and personal budgeting training. She commented that the UC
was paid to one member of a family. Applicants were advised, when they saw their first work
coach, to ask for an advance payment when applying for UC and there had been a slight
increase in the numbers of people saying they had no money. It was perceived that UC had
two issues being the delay in payment and that people would be worse off than they were
now as UC subjected people to more conditions and it was felt that there would be an
increase in poverty to 2 to 3 years’ time.
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The following comments were made:


It was noted that someone who had just left their job had to wait before receiving UC
as they would have their wages. There were also issues when people lost their
paperwork or simply did not know how the UC process worked.



In relation to food banks, it was noted that payment delays in the old and new
systems have increased the use of these facilities.



Members were advised that Essex County Council would be closing 50 to 60% of
library services. It was noted that people could access computers in libraries.
However, the Committee was informed that most people now had a smart phone. If a
person did not have a smart phone or a computer, Citizen’s Advice directed them to
the JobCentre. Applications for UC could be made over the telephone but the DWP
discouraged this. Citizens Advice always asked if a person had family or friends who
could help.



The UC currently only applied to people of working age and therefore the lack of IT
literacy had not yet been an issue. However, when UC managed migration was rolled
out to people with disabilities in 2020 IT literacy issues may arise. It was considered
that there would not be enough public computers in the Borough as the DWP asked
applicants to access their accounts from once a day to once a week. The Service
Manager (Revenues & Benefits) advised that the number of applications for UC was
not yet very high as UC Full Service and migration had not yet started. The Service
Manager (Revenues & Benefits) also highlighted the following:




Claimants must also claim for a Council Tax Reduction
Rent arrears could be caused when funds were in transit.
There was a UC landlord portal which trusted landlords could log into to check if
a claim had been made.



In relation to the maximum total deductions allowed from UC being reduced from
40% to 30%, it was noted that this would be bad news for legacy housing benefit
overpayment recovery. The Service Manager (Revenues & Benefits) agreed stating
that the HB overpayment amount outstanding of £84,143.42 would increase. The
Assistant Revenues and Benefits Manager advised that attachments to housing
benefits would be a low priority as recipients would have other debts reducing the
amount of housing benefit the Council could recover. In addition, debt advice issued
by the Finance Services Authority (FSA) ranks housing benefit overpayments as low
as credit card debt.



It was explained that when Stop Notifications were received from UC the Council
gave HB claimants an extra two weeks to help with the transition to UC. They will
claim any overpayments back from the landlords for this period as they are not
entitled to receive it.



Money management training was available from Citizens Advice on request. The
training lasted for 5 to 6 hours and Citizens Advice funded 2 hours of the training.
This was from Comic Relief funding which was ending this month. Citizens Advice
was unable to pay for this training from core funding. Priority had to be given to debt
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management training however it had been noted that for many debt clients were
repeat offenders.
Attention was drawn to the Universal Credit Commons Select Committee Report of 26
October 2018 the recommendations for which were circulated to the Members. The Service
Manager (Revenues & Benefits) highlighted the culture of denial and defensiveness and that
funding had been thrown at the initiative rather than issues being addressed. There was also
a heavy reliance on local authorities and Citizens Advice.
The digital system to support UC was only 50% complete and could not deal with complex
cases, for example, families with more than 3 children and this had been openly admitted by
the service centre in Canterbury. Many local authorities, including Gravesham, had raised
their concerns regarding UC with the Government.
The Assistant Revenues & Benefits Manager stated that Borough Council services were
doing their best and were working with Citizens Advice. This view was endorsed by Evelyn
Cook who advised that Gravesham and Tonbridge & Malling were doing a better job than
some others.
Resolved that the report be noted.

38.

Any other business which by reason of special circumstances the Chair
is of the opinion should be considered as a matter of urgency.

None.

Close of meeting
The meeting ended at 8.55 pm
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Appendix
Universal Credit Update
Introduction
Gravesham has now been on Universal Credit (UC) Full-Service since 30 May 2018,
this means that UC is available to all claimants with the exception of some categories
that are detailed within the update.
We are now beginning to see a greater impact on us as a local authority:





Housing Benefit caseload has dropped by over 6% albeit the workload has
actually increased.
The number of notifications being received by the DWP in respect of UC alone
has increased more than tenfold.
Rent arrears are showing an increase of £155k
Assisted Digital Support and Personal Budgeting Support has increased
dramatically from 5 in Qtr 1 to 40 in Qtr 2

Experience from other LA’s indicates a decrease in caseload for the first 12-18
months during natural migration then it will plateau with the stable claims who
generally have no changes to their circumstances.
Following the budget managed migration will now start from January 2020 and will
end in June 2024.

What is Universal Credit?
Universal Credit is a means-tested benefit for people of working-age who are on a
low income and it is administered by Jobcentre Plus.
It replaces six existing means-tested benefits (legacy benefits):







Income Support
Income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance
Income-related Employment and Support Allowance
Housing Benefit
Child Tax Credit
Working Tax Credit

Universal Credit is intended to be simpler than the current system of benefits and tax
credits.
The number of people on Universal Credit as at 13 September 2018 was 1.2 million.
Of these people, 430,000 (35%) were in employment.
Gravesham Borough Council implemented Universal Credit ‘Live Service’ from May
2015 which only dealt with simple single claims however Universal Credit ‘Full
Service’ was introduced from May 2018 which deals with all types of claims
including singles, couples and families.
Universal Credit Full Service is a digital solution requiring claims to be completed on
7
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line.
Universal Credit is paid on a monthly basis. Entitlement is worked out by comparing
the claimant’s basic financial needs that the government says they need to live on
with their financial resources.
In most cases, the claimant will have to claim Universal Credit online
(https://www.gov.uk/apply-universal-credit) and then attend an interview in
person. The claim process takes a minimum of 5 weeks
Claimants can now apply for an advance on line. The amount they can borrow will be
the same as their first estimated UC monthly payment and needs to be paid back
over a 12 month period.
If the claimant does not have internet access, they may be able to use a computer at
their local Jobcentre.

Assisted Digital Support and Personal Budgeting Support
Citizens Advice (CA) Gravesham is working with Revenues and Benefits to provide
Assisted Digital Support and Personal Budgeting Support
CA is working with the Gateway to provide a daily service to assist with digital claims.
The UC claim date starts from pressing the “submit” button, CA are geared up to
provide same day claims process 5 days per week. The claims process takes 40 – 90
minutes, but verification of identity often fails.
This includes setting claimants up with an email address and helping them to set up
an online account. CA is advising clients to use the Civic Centre and Library PC’s.
The UC online account needs to be frequently checked, daily if job searching, weekly
otherwise and updating with income changes etc.
They will provide help with drawing up and maintaining budgets for clients who
struggle to manage their money however customers need stable, private internet
access. Customers budgeting skills need to be better, ensuring rent is paid, coping
with varying income and managing any backdated amounts
The payment method, all to one account, may put vulnerable partners at risk
alternative payment methods are available and CA will assist with this.

What is the Universal Credit housing costs element?
This money is to help the claimant with their housing costs.
It can help with rent and some service charges if they are a tenant.
For tenants the housing costs element will be paid as part of their Universal Credit
payment and will go straight into the bank account or other account nominated by
each household.
The claimant is then expected to pay this money direct to their landlord. The intention
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is that the claimant will pay their rent by direct debit / standing order to their landlord.

What changes in circumstances might trigger a move to Universal Credit
There are 2 types of Migration:- Natural and Managed
The current plan is that existing benefit claimants will be moved over to Universal
Credit at some point between July 2019 and March 2022/23, as part of its ‘managed
migration’.
However natural migration could be triggered if entitlement to a current legacy benefit
ends, prompting a need to claim a new benefit, or becoming entitled to a different or
extra benefit. Migration should not happen when there is a change to benefits that
are received.
It is best that advice is sought for any claimant who decides to switch from legacy
benefits to Universal Credit as some of the rules are different, including the frequency
of payments and the commitments the claimant needs to agree to in order to remain
eligible.
Once a claim for Universal Credit has been made there is usually no going back to
their previous benefits so the claimant must seek advice before claiming however no
one should be worse off.
The types of triggers include:








A change in employment status
A change in family circumstances
A partner leaving or joining the household
Starting or stopping being a carer
Starting or stopping a claim based on disability
Renewing or making small changes to tax credits
Moving home and taking up a new tenancy outside the area

What impact is Universal Credit having upon the Council?
Universal Credit is replacing Housing Benefit for working age customers however
there are certain situations when they will still claim Housing Benefit;







People with three children or more until 31 January 2019
People who receive a severe disablement premium
People living in exempt/specified accommodation
People living in temporary accommodation provided by the local authority to
prevent homelessness
People who are over pension age

On Housing
Housing currently has 306 accounts that are live on the UC Landlord portal. UC adds
time to processes so Housing are spending more time on a case than they would
have previously – reducing the number of cases that can be dealt with over the same
9
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period. They are also getting to understand things more as they come across them.
Housing often have a team discussion about a case with the “is it UC or is it HB”
question being the most common.
The portal itself is useful in that it lets Housing know who has claimed UC and can
verify the information for them. This enables Housing to make an educated guess on
the timeframe for the first expected payment. Housing is sending a letter to claimants
to ensure they understand their responsibilities etc. The aim of the letter is to negate
the impacts as far as possible.
The portal allows Housing to know who is on UC and confirm the tenancy, rent etc.
It would be useful for Housing to be able to see more information (even if it is just
confirmation of the payment date) on the portal so that they can help support tenants
to avoid getting into rent arrears. The other useful part of the portal is applying for
Alternative Payment Arrangements and arrears payments. This is good but it does
not give any idea of how much will be paid direct – Housing know they will be getting
something but do not know how much.
Housing had created a letter to send to tenants asking them to put notes on their
journal to allow them to discuss cases with the service centre in more detail.
In terms of rent arrears Housing have seen an impact since the end of July. The
arrears are approximately £155k more than if they had remained on HB. Some of this
is down to “cash in transit” as payments are on the way but it takes so long for the UC
Service Centre to process claims.
The migration of the live cases to the full service has also started so Housing are
spending time dealing with those cases, cases they have already dealt with so not a
great use of time. Fortunately there were only about 100 cases so they will get
through them as quickly as possible.
On Housing Benefits
Since April 2018 the HB caseload has dropped by 420, for the period April to end of
June it was only by 56 then from 1 July onwards it has dropped by 364 cases. The
number of new claims being processed has also dropped dramatically; in April to end
of June 413 claims were processed whereas from 1 July only 253 claims have been
processed. Therefore you can see the impact of UC Full Service.
Since 30 May 2018 the HB Section had received 582 HB stop notifications from the
UC Service Centre. Only 248 relate to live HB claims (112 Council claims, 129
Private tenant claims and 7 relate to claimants that fall into an exemption i.e.
Temporary Accommodation/Specified Accommodation and HB is still paid).
In the whole of last year (2017/18) the HB Section cancelled HB for 8 Council tenants
and 8 Private tenants. In total under UC live service (i.e. since 18 May 2015) HB for
40 Council tenants and 37 Private tenants had been cancelled.
3,355 items have been received from the Universal Credit Service Centre (including
the HB Stop notices) from 31 May 2018 to 16 October 2018. Since the start of the
year the number of items the HB Section have received from the UC Service Centre
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is as follows:
January 2018
February 2018
March 2018
April 2018
May 2018
June 2018
July 2018
August 2018
September 2018
October 2018

137
112
132
120
167
350
604
870
927
597

On HB Overpayments
Universal Credit claims that had an outstanding overpayment.
Please see below a breakdown of the cases
Year

Number of
claims

Overpayment mount outstanding

2015

29

£38,557.89

2016

20

£24,084.45

2017

7

£21,501.08

Total

56

£84,143.42

If these claims had remained on Housing Benefit the overpayments would have been
recovering from ongoing entitlement at the rate of £11.10 plus any appropriate
disregard.
They have all been issued as invoices for GBC to try and recover by other methods.
The HB Overpayment team has tried to attach cases to Universal Credit for them to
recover on GBC’s behalf but with very little success. The HB Overpayment team has
tried to query these cases but DWP Debt Management are unable to give GBC any
information on Universal Credit cases and when the HB Overpayment team
telephone Universal Credit they don’t appear to have any knowledge about
deductions.
Earlier this year the HB Overpayment team made the decision not to refer any cases
that are claiming Universal Credit and to cancel any deductions that had been
unsuccessfully applied for.

Key Budget Announcements
•

Two weeks after managed migration was extended by a further year, a new 6
month contingency period has been added to bring the new proposed end
date to June 2024. This is now the 18th separate delay.
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•

From January 2019, claimants in receipt of a severe disability premium will not
be able to move to Universal Credit (until managed migration).

•

Those of pension age will not be able to get their housing costs from pension
credit (instead of from housing benefit) until at least 2023.

•

Job Seekers Allowance, Employment Support Allowance and Income Support
will follow Housing Benefit by paying an additional two weeks when a claimant
moves to UC but this will not start until July 2020.

•

UC work allowances will be increased to £1,000 from April 2019.

•

The maximum total deductions allowed from UC will be reduced from 40 per
cent to 30 per cent. Good news for claimants but very bad news for legacy HB
overpayment recovery.

•

A longer grace period for newly self-employed UC claimants, before the
Minimum Income Floor applies, but this won’t really affect many until
September 2020

Universal Credit – Commons Select Committee Report - 26.10.18
1.

The Department’s systemic culture of denial and defensiveness in the face of
any adverse evidence presented by others is a significant risk to the
programme.
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Recommendation: As a matter of urgency the Department needs to identify
specific measures that demonstrate a step change in its attitude to listening
and responding to feedback and evidence from its partners. We will hold the
Department to account for its progress when we next meet and will expect
frontline organisations to report that they have seen a tangible difference.
2.

Universal Credit causes financial hardship for claimants including increased
debt and rent arrears, and forces people to use foodbanks.
Recommendation: In order to mitigate financial hardship for claimants, the
Department must:





3.

establish methods for measuring hardship;
identify the specific challenges faced by people with different needs;
create, test and put in place solutions which provide a safety net for all;
and significantly improve the proportion of claimants it pays in full and on
time.

The Department is failing vulnerable claimants because it places too much
reliance on the discretion of its work coaches to identify and manage the
needs of people requiring extra support.
Recommendation: In its response to this report, the Department must set out,
what more it will do to ensure that work coaches are well equipped to provide
the right support packages for claimants including those with health needs and
other vulnerabilities, and how it will measure and ensure this is happening in
practice.

4.

The package of support to help claimants adjust to Universal Credit is not fit
for purpose.
Recommendation: The Department must work with others to reassess
precisely what support claimants need, and how this can be best provided. It
should demonstrate what impact this support is having. The Department must
update us in six months on what it has done and learnt and how it will
measure whether there is sufficient support in future.

5.

Universal Credit is pushing costs onto the local organisations that support
claimants - including local authorities, housing associations, and foodbanks.
Recommendation: The Department should set out what it will do to
understand and measure the additional costs and burdens for local
organisations and what it will do to ensure organisations can cope as the
number of claimants on Universal Credit increase.

6.

The Department is unable to measure its objective of getting 200,000 more
people into work.
Recommendation: In future the Department must make sure that all claims for
Universal Credit are supported by empirical evidence rather than theoretical
models.
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We are seriously concerned about the Department’s ability to transfer around
4 million people from existing welfare benefits to Universal Credit without
causing further hardship to claimants.
Recommendation: We will be challenging the Department again on its
preparedness for managed migration. It is more important that the Department
gets migration right than it unthinkingly sticks to its timetable. Before it goes
ahead it must be transparent about:





8.

the criteria it must meet before going ahead;
how it will demonstrate that this will not result in a deterioration of service
quality or the creation of further hardship for claimants;
what metrics it will use to assess whether the migration is working; and
how it will maintain quality throughout migration and have clear criteria to
slowdown, pause or stop migration for certain groups if performance
deteriorates.

Since our evidence session, the Secretary of State for Work & Pensions has
announced that the roll-out of Universal Credit will be delayed once again.
Recommendation: Given the Secretary of State has acknowledged that some
claimants will be worse off on Universal Credit, we expect the Department to
take on board our recommendations as part of this new approach and accept
the hardship its previous approach has caused.
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Agenda Item 5

Classification: Private
Key Decision: No

Gravesham Borough Council
Report to:

Performance & Administration Committee

Date:

19 February 2019

Reporting officer:

Gayle Jones, Information Governance Manager & Data
Protection Officer

Subject:

General Data Protection Regulations

Purpose and summary of report:
To provide Members with an overview to the introduction of the General Data Protection
Regulations (GDPR) and the Data Protection Act 2018, its impact on the council and the
work undertaken by the authority to ensure appropriate compliance.

Recommendations:
1. Members are asked to review the report and project plan developed with regards to
the implementation of the General Data Protection Regulations and provide
comments as necessary.
1.

Introduction
1.1

In January 2012 the European Commission published a draft General Data
Protection Regulation; following several years of negotiation and amendment, the
final document was officially adopted by the European Parliament and the Council
of the European Union, on 14 April 2016. The Regulation replaces Directive
95/46/EC, which was enacted in 1995, and significantly changes EU data
protection laws. Following publication in May 2016, the GDPR became
enforceable in UK law from May 2018.

1.2

Section 3 of the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 confirms that all “direct
EU legislation” that is operative before the UK’s exit will remain part of domestic
law on and after that date. With the GDPR enforceable since May 2018, the UK’s
departure from the European Union does not therefore impact on the continued
requirement for relevant compliance.
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2.

GDPR overview
2.1

What is GDPR?
The GDPR is Europe's new framework for data protection laws. It replaces
the previous 1995 data protection directive, upon which UK law was previously
based.
The EU's GDPR website outlines that the legislation is designed to "harmonise"
data privacy laws across Europe, as well as giving greater protection and rights to
individuals. Within the GDPR there are large changes for the public as well as
businesses and bodies that handle personal information.

2.2

3.

The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) is responsible for ensuring
compliance with the GDPR requirements, in the same way as with the Data
Protection Act. Accordingly, the Information Commissioner has been given
legislative powers to take action against any organisation that fails to follow the
requirements of the GDPR, or misuses personal information held by that
organisation.

Gravesham Borough Council’s response
3.1

In January 2017, Management Team was provided with a report to set out the
initial 12 step program that the ICO considers should be undertaken to address
the changes imposed under the GDPR.

3.2

At this time, Management Team agreed a number of actions as detailed below:


Where GBC has not previously designated responsibility and a budget for data
protection compliance it is recognised that these requirements will impose an
increased financial burden – accordingly, under the shared service
arrangement with Medway Council, a dedicated budget was put in place to
provide the necessary resources and training activities



The Information Governance Group (IGG), consisting of the Director
(Corporate Services), Director (Environment & Operations), Head of Legal
Services, Information Governance Manager, Head of Internal Audit & Counter
Fraud, and several departmental representatives would formulate an action
plan and oversee the project.



Set-up working groups within each directorate to implement the action plan.



Deliver updated Data Protection training to all staff that handle personal data
in early 2018.

3.3

A detailed assessment of the risks associated with the GDPR project was
subsequently undertaken with a number of officers across the council.

3.4

All risks were assessed following the council’s internal approach to risk
management and were scored accordingly. Suggested actions to mitigate the
risks were identified and built into the overall project plan for the implementation of
GDPR.

Table one below explains the ICO ’12 Step Program’ in more detail and the actions
undertaken by GBC to deliver appropriate compliance.

2
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Table one: GBC compliance with GDPR
Step

Description
Awareness: Make sure that decision makers and key people in your organisation are
aware that the law is changing to the GDPR. Implementing the GDPR could have
significant resource implications, they need to appreciate the impact this is likely to have.

1

2

3

GBC Status: The council’s Management Team was made aware of the GDPR and
implementation date with a report presented in January 2017. Information sessions were
subsequently held for senior managers at each directorate DMT, accompanied by
relevant training provided to staff and Members in January 2017 and early 2018
Information you hold: Document what personal data you hold, where it came from and
who you share it with. You may need to organise an information audit.
GBC Status: Forming a key part of the overall project plan, the council has a three phase
plan in place for identifying improvements that are needed to comply with the data
processing and accountability element of GDPR:
 Phase one – record retention schedule
 Phase two – information asset register
 Phase three – information audit
Sub-groups within each of the Council’s Directorates are currently working their way
through all stages of the project plan to implement the required changes.
Communicating Privacy Information: Review your current privacy notices and put a
plan in place for making any necessary changes in time for GDPR implementation.
GBC Status: This forms part of the overall project plan that is being progressed through
the Directorate sub-groups. Changes that have been made already include updating on
the privacy notices on various forms, letters and pieces of correspondence produced by
the Council’s services and an update to the data processing information and Privacy
Notices on the Council’s website.
Individuals’ Rights: Check procedures to ensure they cover all the rights individuals
have, including how you would delete personal data or provide data electronically and in
a commonly used format.

4

GBC Status: This forms part of the overall project plan that is being progressed through
the Directorate sub-groups. Changes that have been made already include updating on
the privacy notices on various forms, letters and pieces of correspondence produced by
the Council’s services and an update to the data processing information and Privacy
Notices on the Council’s website.
Individuals rights are reviewed in Data Protection Impact Assessments, see further
information below at step 10.
Subject Access Requests: Update procedures and plan how you will handle requests
within the new timescales and provide any additional information.

5

GBC Status: Subject access request procedures have been reviewed, and further
information is distributed to departments at the point at which a Subject Access Request
(SAR) is received. This process is now managed centrally through the shared Information
Governance Team, providing additional support to staff handling the requests and the
individual making the request.
Legal Basis for Processing Personal Data: Look at the various types of data
processing you carry out, identify your legal basis for carrying it out and document it.

6

GBC Status: This forms part of the overall project plan that is being progressed through
the Directorate sub-groups. Changes that have been made already include updating on
3
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the privacy notices on various forms, letters and pieces of correspondence produced by
the Council’s services and an update to the data processing information and Privacy
Notices on the Council’s website. The ‘Three Phase Plan’ has been drafted to account for
these processing requirements. The basis for processing is reviewed in Data Protection
Impact Assessments, see further information below at step 10.
Consent: Review how you are seeking, obtaining and recording consent and whether
you need to make any changes.
7

GBC Status: Where necessary, consent is now sought for the obtaining and recording of
personal data, and practical examples of this are in relation to sign-up procedures for the
Council’s electronic version of Your Borough, where all recipients have had to provide
their explicit permission for the Council to hold their personal data and use it to
communicate with them on a regular basis.
Children: Think now about putting systems in place to verify individuals’ ages and to
gather parental or guardian consent for the data processing activity.

8

GBC Status: This forms part of the overall project plan that is being progressed through
the Directorate sub-groups. Changes that have been made already include updating on
the privacy notices on various forms, letters and pieces of correspondence produced by
the Council’s services and an update to the data processing information and Privacy
Notice on the Council’s website. Changes have been made to the Council’s
Safeguarding polices to take about of this requirements. The processing of children’s
data is reviewed in Data Protection Impact Assessments, see further information below at
step 10.
Data Breaches: Make sure you have the right procedures in place to detect, report and
investigate a personal data breach.

9

10

11

GBC Status: The Information Governance Group now has specific responsibility for the
consideration and reporting of any personal data breach identified within the authority,
and training has been provided to front-line data handlers to enable them to identify
instances where data could have been breached. Such instances are rare, and tend to
relate solely to human error or printing issues, with no requirement to report any data
breaches to the ICO at this time.
Data Protection by Design and Data Protection Impact Assessments: Familiarise
yourself now with the guidance the ICO has produced on Data Protection Impact
Assessments and work out how and when to implement them in your organisation.
GBC Status: The GDPR makes privacy by design a legal requirement, under the term
‘data protection by design and default’. It also makes Data Protection Impact
Assessments (DPIA) mandatory in situations where processing is likely to result in high
risk to the rights and freedoms of individuals and accordingly all new/revised system
requests (involving the processing of personal data) now require a DPIA to be carried
out. As such, DPIA is a formal consideration for all decision making reports as required
e.g. the recently launched Corporate Plan 2019-23 Consultation requires the processing
of personal information relating to resident respondents and therefore a DPIA was
undertaken to support this process.
Data Protection Officers: Designate a Data Protection Officer to take responsibility for
data protection compliance and assess where this role will sit within your organisation’s
structure and governance arrangements.
GBC Status: As defined by Article 39 of the Regulation, the Information Governance
Manager, employed by Medway Council as part of the Legal Shared Service, has been
nominated by Gravesham Borough Council as the Data Protection Officer (DPO).

4
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International: If your organisation operates internationally, you should determine which
data protection supervisory authority you come under.
GBC Status: This is considered when investigating the use of cloud storage for any
elements of the Council’s business, with a recent example being the investigation of the
cloud-based storage credentials of continuing to use Survey Monkey, with the outcome
being that this was considered viable for the Council.

12

3.5

4.

5.

As can be seen work has either been completed or is significantly underway in all
relevant areas, with several of them now wholly complete, and the purpose of this
report is to provide Members with an update on the work that has been completed
to date and to set-out a project approach for future work associated with GDPR
compliance.

Project Management
4.1

The project is monitored by the Information Governance Manager and the
Information Governance Group as a whole to ensure that the council meets its
objectives in terms of GDPR implementation.

4.2

It is intended to bring regular updates to Management Team and Members to
provide a comprehensive overview of the progress the council is making towards
GDPR compliance. Additional reports may be brought as and when it is deemed
necessary.

The Information Commissioner
5.1

Elizabeth Denham was appointed Information Commissioner in July 2016. Her
key goal is to increase the UK public’s trust and confidence in what happens to
their personal data.

5.2

In her GDPR myth busting blog of 22 December 2017 the commissioner wrote:
‘Myth #9: GDPR compliance is focused on a fixed point in time – it’s like the Y2K
Millennium Bug. In 1999 there was fear that New Year’s Eve would see computers
crash, planes to fall out of the sky and nuclear war accidentally start.
Fact: GDPR compliance will be an ongoing journey. Unlike planning for the Y2K
deadline, GDPR preparation doesn’t end on 25 May 2018 – it requires ongoing
effort.
It’s an evolutionary process for organisations – 25 May (2018) is the date the
legislation takes effect but no business stands still. You will be expected to
continue to identify and address emerging privacy and security risks in the weeks,
months and years beyond May 2018…
Yes budgets can be tight, technology is moving fast and there’s a race to keep up
with competitors. But if you can demonstrate that you have the appropriate
systems and thinking in place you will find the ICO to be a proactive and
pragmatic regulator aware of business needs and the real world.’
5
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5.3
6.

The full article can be read here. https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-andevents/news-and-blogs/2017/12/blog-gdpr-is-not-y2k/

BACKGROUND PAPERS
6.1

Anyone wishing to inspect background papers should, in the first place, be
directed to Committee & Electoral Services who will make the necessary
arrangements.

6
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IMPLICATIONS

Legal

Finance and
Value for
Money
Risk
Assessment
Equality
Impact
Assessment

APPENDIX 1

The EU General Data Protection Regulations (Reg (EU) 2016/679) (GDPR) was
enacted on 25 May 2016 and as an EU Regulation the GDPR has direct effect in
the UK (as an EU member state) without the need for further implementing
legislation. The deadline for GDPR compliance is 25 May 2018. Organisations that
fail to comply with the GDPR requirements after 25 May 2018 may be subject to
significant fines (EUR10million or up to 2% of global turnover (whichever is higher)
Liability in relation to matters affecting the rights of data subjects could be subject to
fines of up to EUR20million or 4% of global turnover.
There are no direct financial implications, however, failure to comply could
result in fines from the ICO.
Where there are any additional costs, these will be reported to MT separately.
See Appendix 2
Screening for Equality Impacts
Question
a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have
potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the
community? If yes, please explain answer.
No
b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer.
No
In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted
in the table above

Corporate
Plan

Crime and
Disorder

Digital and
website
implications
Safeguarding
children and
vulnerable
adults

Compliance with GDPR contributes to Corporate objective 4: A sound and selfsufficient council.
Since 25 May 2018 all agencies must be able to demonstrate that they are
compliant with the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) and
accompanying Data Protection Act 2018. For the purposes of addressing crime and
disorder, in working with local partner agencies the council operates within the
seven key principles of GDPR concerning the processing of personal data.
There will be a need to update information provided by the council on the website
Since 25 May 2018 all agencies must be able to demonstrate that they are
compliant with the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) and
accompanying Data Protection Act 2018. For the purposes of safeguarding
activities, in working with local partner agencies the council operates within the
seven key principles of GDPR concerning the processing of personal data.
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Classification:

Public

Key Decision:

No

Agenda Item 6

Gravesham Borough Council
Report to:

Performance and Administration Committee

Date:

19 February 2019

Reporting officer:

Stuart Bobby – Director (Corporate Services)

Subject:

Corporate Performance Update – Quarter Three 2018-19
(October – December 2018)

Purpose and summary of report:
To present Members of the Performance and Administration Committee with an update
against the Performance Management Framework, as set out within the council’s Corporate
Plan 2015-19, for Quarter Three 2018-19 (October – December 2018).

Recommendations:
This report is for information purposes only.

1.

Introduction
1.1

In October 2015 the council formally adopted its Corporate Plan for 2015-19. The
plan sets out the council’s vision for the borough, complete with a suite of
corporate objectives and policy commitments that will shape the council’s
activities over the four year period.

1.2

In order to evaluate if the council is effectively achieving against its stated policy
commitments, and is ultimately delivering consistently high quality services, the
council needs to have a sound performance management process in place.
Developed by senior council officers and Cabinet portfolio holders, the council’s
Corporate Plan presents a Performance Management Framework (PMF) that
forms the basis of reporting corporate performance to council Members and
residents.

Performance Update: Quarter Three 2018-19 (October – December 2018)
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2.

Performance Management Process
2.1

3.

The effective management of the council relies upon good quality and timely
performance information on which to base informed decisions. The council’s PMF
presents a range of performance information which includes;


Performance Measures (PM): These are target-based measures
identified and established specifically for being essential to the delivery of
the Corporate Plan’s key objectives e.g. waste recycling rates.



Performance Indicators (PI): These represent important contextual
performance information related to the Corporate Plan’s key objectives.
PI’s are not target based as the council, whilst having influence over their
delivery, does not directly control their outcomes e.g. crime statistics.

2.2

Appendix Two to this report provides Members with an overview of the council’s
performance against the Performance and Administration portfolio for Quarter
Three 2018-19 (October – December 2018).

2.3

Information on performance over the period is presented in tabular form for all
indicators and graphically for PMs. Where any PMs have not met their set target
for the quarter, exception notes have been provided for review. In addition, for PIs
the tables provide ‘direction of travel’ arrows to give Members an indication of
progress made against the previous reporting period and the respective arrows
are explained in the key below;

2.4

For future reference, equivalent performance reports will be presented to
Members of the Committee on a quarterly basis.

2.5

This report is for information purposes only.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
3.1

There are no background papers pertaining to this report.

Performance Update: Quarter Three 2018-19 (October – December 2018)
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IMPLICATIONS
Legal

Finance and
Value for
Money
Risk
Assessment

Equality
Impact
Assessment

APPENDIX 1
The council’s Corporate Plan is an integral part of the authority’s policy framework
as defined by the Constitution. The new Plan will ensure the council has in place an
effective framework to delivery its responsibilities and delivers better results for
vulnerable local residents, with the assistance of relevant partner agencies.
There are no significant costs associated with the monitoring of the council’s
Corporate Plan from which council activities should be based and which therefore
should be accounted for as part of on-going financial planning processes.
Implementation of a performance management framework allows the council to
evidence how successful it is in achieving against its stated objectives, and for
residents it provides genuine accountability in how successfully the council is
administering its resources.
Question
a.Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have potential
to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the community?
If yes, please explain answer.
N/A
b.Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer.
N/A
In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted
in the table above.

Corporate
Plan

The council’s adopted Corporate Plan sets the strategic vision and objectives for
the authority over the 2015-19 period. This report provides Cabinet with a quarterly
assessment of how the council is delivering against its objectives through its
performance management framework.
All future committee reports will be presented in consideration of the new Corporate
Plan.

Crime and
Disorder

Community safety is an integral theme of new Corporate Plan and work by the
council in this area, alongside its key partners, will go towards delivering corporate
objective 1: ‘a Safer Gravesham’.

Digital and
website
implications

In terms of the council's performance management framework, digital implications
are represented and assessed through the outturns relating to 'PI 49 - web self-help
forms'.

Safeguarding
children and
vulnerable
adults

There are no implications in respect of safeguarding children and vulnerable adults.
It should be noted however, that the council's work in safeguarding children and
vulnerable adults helps contribute towards delivering corporate objective 1: ‘a Safer
Gravesham’ and corporate objective 2: ‘a Stronger Gravesham’.

Performance Update: Quarter Three 2018-19 (October – December 2018)
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Performance and
Administration
Portfolio
Performance Report
Q3 2018/19

Corporate Plan 2015-19: Annual Performance Report (2016-17)

Delivering for the Community

Delivering for the Community

00

PageCllr.
30 D Shelbrooke
Performance & Administration Portfolio:
04 Sound & Self-sufficient
Council

"a well-run and innovative council supporting its staff to
realise commercial opportunities whilst transforming its
services to deliver at the best possible value for money"

Policy Commitment
1. Underpin all council activity with sound governance and internal control measures minimising the
opportunities for fraud and corruption.

Members of the Finance & Audit Committee have been presented with two updates so far in 2018-19, detailing the work undertaken in relation
to the Audit & Counter Fraud work plan. The third update, which covers the period up to 31.12.2018 is due to be presented at the February
meeting of the Committee.
Audit
Progress is being made in relation to the 2018-19 Plan and as of 31.12.2018, plan delivery (audit fieldwork completed) was 48%, while a further
17% was underway.
At the end of Q2 it was reported that 12 recommendations remained outstanding. Of those, the following recommendations have now been
implemented;
• Enhancements to the processes for monitoring planning conditions
• Enhancements to the processes for monitoring planning obligations,
• Implementation of an updated Homelessness Strategy
• Review of processes to monitor and encourage use of leased pool vehicles,
• Redesigning of the Business Continuity Planning template and identification of essential services
A cumulative total of 93 recommendations were due to be implemented by the end of Q3 and as of 31 December 2018, 11 of these remained
outstanding.
Outstanding recommendations relate to:
• Enhancements to the Private Housing Enforcement policy
• The appointment of an Enforcement Agent to recover former tenant arears,
• A programme of learning for the implementation of Business continuity;
• A review of the Customer Services and Access Strategy,
• Completion of work required to ensure PSN compliance,
• Introduction of KPIs for Legal Services, and
• Review of arrangements for the use of petty cash,
• Void property management and re-let;
o A review of the re-let process to identify efficiencies and improve turnaround times,
o the introduction of a voids policy, and
o maintaining of records throughout the re-let process, and
• A review of the databases for recording business hereditaments
Progress made towards implementing outstanding recommendations is monitored on a quarterly basis, through reports to the council’s
Management Team. Details of all recommendations agreed, implemented and outstanding are provided to the council’s Finance & Audit
Committee as part of the quarterly and annual A&CF update reports. All recommendations that remain outstanding more than six months after
their agreed implementation date are now specifically highlighted with updates from the relevant services provided.
Counter Fraud
The pro-active exercise looking at identifying false student certificates is now complete. The discrepancies identified led to additional council tax
liability (for historic periods) of £11,857 and additional liability for future years of £5,010. Please note that this is the total specific to the exercise
and a portion of these figures may be included in figures quoted as part of investigation activity for the quarter.
Investigation Activity during Q3 led to cashable savings of £5,476, relating to additional council tax, including a civil penalty of £70 and noncashable savings of £18,000 linked to the recovery of a council property. In addition there was a prevented loss of 80,900 linked to a blocked
right to buy application.
Counter Fraud reviews have been completed in relation to Housing Allocations and Residents Parking permits and recommendations for
improved fraud prevention have been made.

PI 41 Percentage of internal audit recommendations implemented

Outturn
Direction
of Travel

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

64.3%

66.7%

79.8%

79.8%

72.2%

80.6%

88.2%

Q4
2018-19
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Policy Commitment
2. Quality frontline services delivered on time and to the right people.
Revenues and Benefits update
As a cumulative measure (overall year to date), performance outturns reported earlier in the year have impacted on the Q3
position of 20.4 days for processing new claims and 5.9 days for those with change of circumstances.
With a number of newly recruited staff now having undergone relevant training and settled into the team, significant progress has
been made over the autumn in improving outturns and bringing the team’s overall performance much closer to the set annual
target. Specifically in consideration of Q3, the team’s performance saw new claims recorded at 14.6 days and change of circs at 4.3
days, both of which are ahead of target and the latest available respective national (22/8) and Kent (22/8) averages.
Officers will continue to closely monitor this area on a weekly basis to ensure that the progress made over the autumn continues.

(NB: Cumulative Outturn)

PM 11 Average time taken to process Housing Benefit / Council Tax new claims (days)
Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Outturn

19.1

20.5

19.6

20.2

23.4

22.7

20.4

Target

18.0

18.0

18.0

18.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

Q4
2018-19

Target Met
With a number of newly recruited staff now having undergone relevant training and settled into the team, significant

Exception progress has been made over the autumn in improving outturns and bringing the team’s overall performance much
closer to the set annual target. Specifically in consideration of Q3, the team’s performance saw new claims recorded
Notes
at 14.6 days and change of circs at 4.3 days, both of which are ahead of target and the latest available respective
national (23/8) and Kent (22/8) averages.

26.0
24.0
22.0
Outturn

20.0

Target

18.0
16.0

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19
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(NB: Cumulative Outturn)

PM 12 Average time taken to process Housing Benefit / Council Tax change of circumstances (days)
Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Outturn

3.7

4.7

5.5

5.1

7.3

6.7

5.9

Target

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

Q4
2018-19

Target Met
Exception
See PM 11.
Notes

10
8.0
8
6.0
6
Outturn
Outturn

4
4.0

Target
Target

2
2.0
0

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

1
Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Policy Commitment
3. Work to maximise income collection through the robust management and recovery of debts owed to the
council.
The council's Management Team continues to receive monthly updates from council services regarding the levels of outstanding
debt across the authority. The Corporate Debt Working Group continues to focus on addressing the overall debt levels across the
council and looking at corporate debt solutions, with a current work stream considering the methods of payment utilised by the
council.
The project to implement software to provide a single view of debt continues. The project is intended to enable greater focus of
the recovery resources of the council and to better support customers who have multiple debts with the council.
Council Tax The collection rate of 84.3% is better than what we achieved in Q3 of 2017-18 of 84.1% and is above target to achieve
a collection rate of 97%
Business Rates The collection rate of 84.3% is better than what we achieved in Q3 of 2017-18 of 83.6% and is slightly above our
target to achieve the collection rate of 99%.
I believe we are in a good position to achieve our targets for both Council Tax and Business Rates.
Housing Benefit Overpayment
We raised £396,314 of overpayments in this quarter, more than in Q2.
However we recovered £333,630 in overpayments in the quarter less than in Q2.
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PM 9 Percentage of council tax collected

(NB: Cumulative Outturn)

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Outturn

29.4%

57.0%

84.4%

97.0%

29.1%

56.5%

84.3%

Target

29.1%

56.5%

84.1%

97.0%

29.1%

56.5%

84.1%

Q4
2018-19

Target Met
Exception
Notes

100.00%
100.0%
80.00%
80.0%
60.00%
60.0%
40.00%

Outturn
Target

40.0%
20.00%
0.00%
20.0%

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
1
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

PM 10 Percentage of NNDR collected

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

(NB: Cumulative Outturn)

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

Outturn

29.5%

57.1%

83.2%

98.1%

30.1%

56.2%

84.3%

Target

29.5%

57.3%

83.6%

99.0%

29.5%

57.3%

83.6%

Q4
2018-19

Target Met
Exception
Notes

100.00%
100.0%
80.00%
80.0%
60.00%
Outturn
Outturn

60.0%
40.00%

Target
Target

40.0%
20.00%
0.00%
20.0%

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
1
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19
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PI 42 Total amount of housing benefit overpayments raised

Outturn

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

£299,856

£571,557

£699,855

£347,480

£430,384

£386,855

£396,314

Q4
2018-19

Direction
of Travel

PI 43 Total amount of housing benefit overpayments recovered

Outturn

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

£341,154

£328,234

£341,350

£338,698

£418,850

£354,419

£333,630

Q4
2018-19

Direction
of Travel

Policy Commitment
4. Deliver on opportunities for the sharing and selling of council services.
As previously reported to Members, the Regulatory Services Manager has been providing managerial support to Medway Council,
whilst the arrangements for the full Licensing Shared Service were put in place. This arrangement ended on 31.12.2018 as the
Licensing Shared Service became operational on 01.01.2019, with officers previously employed by Medway Council transferring to
the employment of Gravesham Borough Council.
Actions for Improvement
At this stage, there are no further shared service or shared working arrangements being explored. As has previously been agreed
across the council, shared working arrangements will be explored as and when opportunities arise and as such, this is an area of
activity that will be monitored closely moving forward.

PI 45 % of posts involved in shared services arrangements

Outturn
Direction
of Travel

Q1
2017-18

Q2
2017-18

Q3
2017-18

Q4
2017-18

Q1
2018-19

Q2
2018-19

Q3
2018-19

6%

6%

6%

6%

6%

6%

6%

Q4
2018-19
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Policy Commitment
5. Continuously review and adapt how we deliver our services to achieve financial efficiencies and improved
performance.
Over recent years, officers have been working to deliver the savings required against each of the activities identified in the
'Bridging the Gap' Active and have made significant progress; approx. £800k is still required in order to meet the full £2.9m
required and work is continuing to deliver these initiatives. Over the course of the past two years, however, there have been a
number of further changes which have culminated in the need to identify additional savings/income generation initiatives to
deliver at least, a further £1 million in order to balance the Council’s Medium Term Financial Plan.
In November 2018, both the Cabinet and the Overview Scrutiny Committee considered a report which set out a number of
proposals for the council, in order to address the additional budget gap identified. The proposals set out in the report amounted
to a total of £1.3m in budget savings, more than the £1m identified. Members felt that it would be prudent to consider options
that deliver more than the identified budget gap at this time, due to the number of potential 'unknowns' in the future of local
government financing.
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Classification:
Key Decision:

Agenda Item 7

Public
No

Gravesham Borough Council
Report to:

Performance and Administration Committee

Date:

19 February 2019

Reporting officer:

Michelle Batstone, Corporate Change Manager

Subject:

Revised Working in Partnership Framework

Purpose and summary of report:
To present Members of the Performance & Administration Committee with a draft of the
updated Working in Partnership Framework for discussion.
Recommendations:
1. Members are asked to review the draft Working in Partnership Framework and provide
feedback/comments for consideration by Cabinet.

1.

2.

Introduction
1.1

In March 2016 the Cabinet approved an updated Working in Partnership
Framework for the Council. The Framework requires a review to be carried out
every three years.

1.2

The purpose of this report is to provide Members of the Performance &
Administration Committee with a copy of the draft revised Framework for review.
Feedback from the committee will then be provided to the Cabinet as required, for
consideration by Cabinet, prior to submission to Full Council for formal adoption.

Review and update of the Working in Partnership Framework
2.1

Appendix two to the report sets out the revised Framework (and accompanying
appendices) for the council; specific changes that have been made are as follows:
2.1.1

Updates to reflect changes in officer titles.

2.1.2

Reference to the revised General Data Protection regulations and
consideration of these when considering partnership and shared-working
arrangements.

2.1.3

Inclusion of the principles that have been agreed across North Kent for the
development of shared working arrangements.
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2.1.4

3.

Inclusion within the Partnership Evaluation Form of specific consideration
to Safeguarding obligations.

2.2

Following review by the Performance & Administration Committee, the report will
be presented to Cabinet for approval, followed by submission to Full Council for
formal adoption into the council’s Policy Framework.

2.3

The Working in Partnership Framework will be reviewed at least once every three
years with the outcomes of this review reported to Cabinet and Council
accordingly.

Background Papers
3.1

There are no background papers pertaining to this report.

2
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IMPLICATIONS

APPENDIX 1

Legal

There are no legal implications arising from this. As a requirement of the council’s
Working in Partnership Framework, all potential partnership opportunities and
shared working arrangements are formally considered by the Monitoring Officer to
ensure that the legal aspects of proposals are taken into account prior to entering
into a new arrangement.

Finance and Value
for Money

Partnerships and shared working arrangements can present financial and value for
money savings to the council. The council’s Working in Partnership Framework
requires all potential partnership opportunities and shared working arrangements to
be formally considered by the Section 151 Officer to ensure that the financial
aspects of all proposals are taken into account prior to entering into a new
partnership.

Risk Assessment

Partnerships and shared working arrangements are becoming more and more
prevalent in the work of the council and the efficient and effective delivery of
services and corporate objectives. It is therefore important that the council has a
clear framework for identifying and progressing partnership and shared working
opportunities to ensure those which truly assist in delivering the council’s objectives
and/or present an efficiency saving to the council are progressed.
The council’s Working in Partnership Framework requires all potential partnership
opportunities and shared working arrangements to be risk assessed but also for the
risk assessment process to be undertaken on a regular basis throughout the life of
the arrangement.

Data Protection
Impact Assessment

A data protection impact assessment (DPIA) should be carried out at the start of
any major project involving the use of personal data or if you are making a
significant change to an existing process.
a. Does the project/change being recommended through this paper involve the
processing of personal data or special category data or criminal offence data?
A definition of each type of data can be found on the Information
Commissioner’s Office website via the above links.
No
b. If yes to question a, have you completed and attached a DPIA including Data
Protection Officer advice?
N/A
c. If no to question b, please seek advice from your nominated DPIA assessor or
the Information Governance Team at gdpr@medway.gov.uk.
N/A
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IMPLICATIONS
Equality Impact
Assessment

APPENDIX 1
a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have
potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the
community? If yes, please explain answer.
No
b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer.
No
In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted
in the table above

Corporate Plan

Partnership and shared working will potentially contribute to all of the strategic
objectives of the council. Specifically, it contributes to Objective Four – Sound and
self-sufficient council, and the following commitments:


Deliver on opportunities for the sharing and selling of council services.



Continuously review and adapt how we deliver our services to achieve financial
efficiencies and improved performance.

Crime and Disorder

The Working in Partnership Framework will be used for the development of all new
partnerships and will therefore pick up any issues relating to the Crime and
Disorder Act.

Digital and website
implications

There are no digital or website implications arising from this report.

Safeguarding
children and
vulnerable adults

Consideration of Safeguarding implications has been built into the process for
implementing and revising partnerships, as set out in the Working in Partnership
Framework.

4
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Introduction
1.1

The council approved its first Partnership Framework in January 2006. The Partnership
Framework forms part of the ‘Policy Framework’ under Article 4.01(1) of the Council’s
Constitution and was formally adopted by the Council in March 2006.

1.2

Since the Partnership Framework was first set-up, the landscape within which local
government operates has changed significantly with councils moving even more to
partnership working and developing shared service models across organisations.

1.3

This framework document is intended to assist both Members and officers engaged in
contemplating, setting up, funding, managing, participating in, monitoring, scrutinising or
ending both partnership arrangements and shared service arrangements between the
council and other organisations. It should be considered at every stage of the process.

1.4

The Partnership Framework will be reviewed at least once every three years.

Why Have a Partnership Framework?
1.5

Over recent years, the council has become involved in an increasing number of
partnerships and shared working arrangements which contribute to the delivery of council
objectives and services. In the years ahead, it is anticipated that even more activities will
come within the scope of partnerships, both between the council and various other
organisations including community groups, and shared working arrangements with other
local authorities.

1.6

The council must ensure it is accountable for the public money it spends, that this money is
used efficiently and that it achieves the intended results. It is equally important that the
partnerships or shared working arrangements in which the council is involved do the same
- especially where substantial funding is provided by the partners and/or external funding
agencies.

What is a Partnership?
1.7

The council defines a partnership as “an agreement between the Council and one or more
independent bodies to work together to achieve one or more objectives”.

1.8

Potentially, this can cover a wide range of partnership arrangements, from a simple
agreement to co-ordinate some activities, right through to a ‘virtual organisation’ controlling
a substantial budget and delivering important services over a wide area. It is therefore
important that the council can distinguish between the different types of partnerships and
the impact they have on the delivery of the council’s corporate objectives for the borough
and its residents.

1.9

Partnerships that the council becomes involved in will be categorised in one of two ways;
‘significant’ or ‘other’. The council defines a significant partnership as “a partnership for
which there is a council resource provision of £10,000 or greater or one that is
fundamental to the delivery of a corporate objective as established within the
council’s Corporate Plan. Without this effective partnership therefore, the delivery of
Gravesham Borough Council’s key corporate goals would not occur”. Partnerships
that do not meet this definition will be considers as an ‘other’ partnership.
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1.10 Partnerships most commonly take the form of ‘unincorporated associations’. This means
that they do not have a separate legal existence and each of the partner organisations
remains legally and financially responsible for the actions they take within, or on behalf of,
the partnership. Another, less common, form of partnership is where the partners create a
separate company or a charitable trust to achieve particular purposes. This is a more
complex matter involving detailed legal and financial arrangements and as such, these
types of arrangements are not covered by this Framework.
1.11 There is no ‘one size fits all’ set of arrangements for partnership working – they have to be
tailored to the specific purposes involved. Regardless of the form, purpose, size, or
importance of a partnership, however, there are several things that should be considered
in creating, managing, monitoring and reviewing the partnership arrangements, and it is
these that this Framework deals with.

What is a Shared Service/Working Arrangement?
1.12 When exploring opportunities for joint-working between local authorities, there are a
number of different types of initiatives:
•

A full shared service – this type of arrangement involves teams from two or more
authorities joining to form one team, hosted by one authority. For example, this could
involve the internal audit team from two authorities joining to form one internal audit
team, employed by one authority but serving the needs of both authorities.

•

Joint-management – this type of arrangement involves the manager from one
authority taking on the management responsibility of a team of officers at one or more
other authorities. For example, this could involve the IT Manager at one authority
taking on the management of the IT team at another authority. The employee remains
under the terms and conditions of the employing authority, but it is agreed that the
officer will be seconded to another authority (or authorities) to provide management
support with the other authority (or authorities) paying a fee for the services of the
manager.

•

Joint-officer – this type of arrangement is very similar to the joint-management
arrangement. This involves officers, who are not managers, providing resilience to
another authority either on a long-term or permanent basis.

•

Ad-hoc resilience – as the name suggests, this type of arrangement involves an
officer (or officers) from one authority providing additional capacity to another authority
on a short term basis (this could be as maternity cover or on an ‘as and when’ basis).
These types of arrangements tend to be agreed on quite short-notice as a short-term
‘fix’.

1.13 The type of arrangement that is entered into will dictate the level of legal agreements and
governance arrangements that are required.
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Other arrangements
1.14 The council is also involved in a number of commissioning arrangements, whereby the
council is paid to deliver a service on behalf of another organisation. This is not a
partnership arrangement although some of the principles within this framework may apply
to this way of working and it will be important for these arrangements to have agreed terms
of reference or service level agreements.
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2. Council Policy for Partnership Development
2.1

The council recognises the importance of ensuring that its partnerships serve a useful
public purpose, are effective in achieving their aims and provide good value for the time,
effort and money put into them.

2.2

As such, the council will be willing, in principle, to enter into partnership arrangements with
other organisations and bodies where the following one or more conditions are satisfied:

2.3

a.

there is a clear purpose for the partnership that will contribute to fulfilling the
council’s statutory duties and/or meeting its policy objectives (including the general
well-being of Gravesham’s communities);

b.

this purpose cannot be achieved satisfactorily by the council or any of the partners
acting alone or by some other method;

c.

the partnership will benefit the council through providing resilience to its services,
efficiency in the use of the council’s resources, potential savings and /or income to
the council in delivering service in a more efficient and joined-up way.

A key factor for consideration in all partnership arrangements, will be if and how the
establishment of the arrangement is likely to aid the council in fulfilling its statutory duty to
safeguard and promote the welfare of children and vulnerable adults.

Opportunities for Partnership Working (appendices one, two and three)
2.4

For all partnership working opportunities, a partnership evaluation is required to be carried
out by senior officers from the department(s) most concerned, in consultation with the
Head of Legal (Shared Service) (Deputy Monitoring Officer) and the Director – Corporate
Services (Section 151 Officer), whilst keeping the Corporate Change Manager informed of
discussions.

2.5

In the case of a partnership with Member level involvement proposed i.e. when council
Members will form part of the Partnership Board, the relevant Director will normally be
involved as well.

2.6

Other officers with specialist knowledge should be consulted if necessary, especially if
there are few, if any, precedents for the proposed partnership elsewhere.

2.7

Appendix one provides a template for a Partnership Evaluation Form to assist in the
assessment of a new partnership. Whilst it is not necessary for this form to be completed,
it does cover all of the issues that need to be considered when contemplating entering into
a new partnership and therefore its use is strongly recommended, in particular as it
documents the consideration and comments from the council’s Statutory officers.

2.8

The evaluation of a proposed partnership should attempt to draw up a list of the likely
benefits, costs, risks and any potential equalities issues that the partnership may raise and,
if possible, to quantify them, or at least describe them clearly.

2.9

A risk assessment of the proposed partnership must be undertaken to identify any barriers
to the delivery of the partnership objectives along with clarifying any mitigation that has
already been undertaken or is planned.
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2.10 The evaluation form includes a section specifically to give consideration to an ‘exit strategy’
for the partnership. This is to ensure that, before the partnership is formally approved, it is
clear how partners can either end the partnership or remove themselves from the
partnership if required. It is understood that, at this stage, a comprehensive exit strategy
may not be known, but consideration to this should be given at an early stage. This is a
very important aspect of the partnership evaluation whether the template is used or not;
Members, Directors, the Monitoring Officer and the Section 151 Officer should only look to
approve a partnership where proper consideration has been given to an ‘exit strategy’. An
exit strategy must be explicit within the partnership agreement.
2.11 Before formally entering into the partnership the opinions of the Monitoring Officer (or
Deputy Monitoring Officer) and Section 151 Officer must be sought and recorded
accordingly (ideally on the evaluation form if it is being used). Approval must then be
sought as follows:
2.11.1 A proposed ‘significant’ partnership must be discussed at Management Team prior
to being submitted to the relevant Cabinet Portfolio Holder for formal approval
alongside the Leader of the Executive. It is the responsibility of the lead officer to
present the item to Management Team.
2.11.2 A proposed ‘other’ partnership must be formally approved by the Director, Leader
of the Executive and relevant Cabinet Portfolio Holder.
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3. Council Policy for Shared Services Development
3.1

The council appreciates that there may be alternative ways to delivering council services,
and that working with other local authorities presents a number of benefits to the public.

3.2

As such, the council will explore opportunities for shared working and shared services
development where one or more of the following conditions are satisfied:
a.

the shared service/shared working arrangement will provide a saving or income
stream to the council whilst maintaining a good standard of service for the public;

b.

the arrangement will benefit the council through providing resilience to its services,
and efficiency in the use of the council’s resources

3.3

A key factor for consideration in all shared working arrangements, will be if and how the
establishment of the arrangement is likely to aid the council in fulfilling its statutory duty to
safeguard and promote the welfare of children and vulnerable adults.

3.4

In addition, a set of core principles for the development of shared services has been drawn
up with colleagues from other authorities in Kent, which will be the general principles used
moving forward in any shared working arrangements. These principles are set out across
two key areas:
Central Principles
•

No detrimental impact to our community and residents: services will only be
shared where new arrangements offered do not result in the detriment of services
received by our community and residents. Unless there are specific reasons not to,
there will be a presence retained at each site, even if minimal.

•

Clarity of purpose, vision, objectives, values and intended outcomes:

•
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o

Shared service arrangements will be founded on clearly articulated, common
aims and outcomes. This could include improved customers services, better
resilience, reduced revenue costs, building a momentum towards a bigger,
more formal partnership. In each case these will be clarified at the outset.

o

Business cases will include consideration of the extent of risk transference that
is acceptable, the degree of formality/informality in any agreement, and the
extent of prescription/variation.

Working in partnership:
o

Openness and transparency will be displayed from the outset.

o

All decisions will be taken collectively, in the sprit of partnership working.

o

Regular Project Board meetings will be established to ensure the momentum of
projects continues.

o

Opportunities generated as a result of the shared service will be considered
benefits for each of the partners; e.g. if the shared service creates an
opportunity to let out space in one organisation, the proceeds of this will be
shared amongst the partners.
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Operational Principles
•

•

•
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Engaged, flexible and resilient workforces:
o

Staff will be communicated with about any proposed new arrangements at an
early stage, with senior management representatives from the authorities
involved to present a fully joined-up approach regardless of the host authority.

o

Staff should all be transferred to the same employing organisation (likely via
TUPE transfer), supported by a formal delegation of responsibility for that
service from one authority to another.

o

Staff within the shared service will be seen as employees of each respective
authority regardless of the host authority, with messaging reinforcing this at
every opportunity.

o

Staff will retain access to all resources necessary at each respective authority,
regardless of the host authority in the same way as they would if they were
directly employed by that authority.

o

Recruitment exercises will be undertaken involving all interested parties (unless
agreement is reached to leave this to the host authority); e.g. when the head of
the service leaves, the recruitment panel consists of officers from each of the
respective partner organisations.

Funded fairly:
o

Agreement to the split of costs will be made early in the development of shared
services and the agreed split will be the basis for annual cost sharing and the
sharing of set-up costs.

o

Budgets for shared services will be agreed as early as possible, with any review
mechanisms and subsequent shared service payments also established at an
early stage.

o

Budgets consist only of directly attributable costs relating to service; back-office
overheads are not recharged into the arrangement.

o

Where possible, additional funding will be allocated at the outset of the shared
service to cover costs arising from the set-up of arrangements e.g. IT costs,
furniture, equipment etc.

Consistent, effective ICT support:
o

Staff will be provided with the necessary equipment and IT hardware to carry
out their roles efficiently across multiple sites, even if this means providing them
with equipment beyond that provided to non-shared service officers.

o

ICT teams will work together to establish the necessary flexibilities in firewalls
and network access, e.g. allowing another authority’s network to operate within
the buildings.
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Opportunities for Shared Service Arrangements
3.5

The Director (Corporate Services), supported by the Corporate Change Manager, has
responsibility for the exploration and progression of shared working arrangements across
the council. They will work closely with the relevant service Director and Assistant
Director/Service Manager in processing these arrangements as required.

3.6

Where opportunities for shared working are identified, an initial discussion should take
place with the Director (Corporate Services) and following discussions can then take place
with the authority/authorities that have been identified or are supportive of shared working
arrangements.

3.7

It will be necessary for a business case to be prepared for all full shared service and joint
management arrangements. Appendix two provides a template for a Shared Services
business case to assist in the assessment of a new arrangement. Whilst it is not
necessary for this form to be completed, it does cover all of the issues that need to be
considered when contemplating entering into a new shared service arrangement and
therefore its use is recommended.

3.8

For joint officer and more ad-hoc arrangements, it is not necessary for a full business case
to be drawn up. It is however, useful to consider the key points within the business case
for such arrangements in order to ensure that they will provide the service that is required
by the council as a whole.

3.9

Before formally entering into any shared service arrangement the opinions of the
Monitoring Officer (or Deputy Monitoring Officer) and Section 151 Officer must be sought
to ensure that there are no legal implications and a thorough financial analysis has been
completed.

3.10 Approval must then be sought as follows:
3.10.1 For all full shared service, joint management or joint officer arrangement, the
Leader of the Executive, in conjunction with the relevant Cabinet Portfolio holder(s),
has delegated responsibilities for all shared services/joint-working initiatives.
3.10.2 For ad-hoc arrangements, formal Member approval is not required, although it is
important that the Leader of the Executive and the Cabinet Portfolio Holder are kept
informed of current working arrangements.
3.11 In addition, it may be necessary to keep the relevant Cabinet Committee updated with the
progression of such an arrangement.

Key factors to be considered in setting-up shared working arrangements
3.12 There are a number of factors that need to be taken into account when establishing shared
services:
3.12.1 Delivering savings and/or Increased Resilience – a key driver for shared
working is the realisation of savings for all authorities involved. Secondary to this is
the potential to increase resilience for services which is particularly important where
the individual teams are small.
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3.12.2 Officer Consultation - where significant changes to working arrangements are
proposed, it may be necessary to undertake a consultation with the officers that are
to be affected by the change. The Personnel/HR Teams should be kept informed
of all proposals and will be able to advise if a consultation is necessary. Where a
consultation process with officers is required, the consultation will take place in
accordance with all relevant guidance and/or legislation.
3.12.3 Facilities Management – consideration needs to be given to the location of the
shared service/joint working arrangement and the impact this may have on the
employee and the employer. This may result in additional travel costs, hardware
costs etc. and these need to be considered when establishing the arrangement.
3.13 With any shared service, it is imperative that all staff affected by any change are kept upto-date with any potential changes. Communication is a key factor in the success of any
type of shared or joint-working arrangement.
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4. Procedure for Managing Partnerships and Shared Service
Arrangements
4.1

It is important that there are suitable governance arrangements in place for both
partnerships and shared working arrangements. The partnership or shared service
agreement will be the key governance document, although what they should actually
include will differ depending on the type of arrangement. Appendix three provides a
summary of the key elements to consider in both types of arrangements.

4.2

Whatever type of arrangement is in place, the Monitoring Officer (or Deputy Monitoring
Officer) must be involved in the development of any formal agreement that the council
enters into. This is to ensure that it is fit for purpose and covers everything that is
necessary for the type and level of arrangement in place.

4.3

Specifically in terms of governance arrangement for partnerships, there are a number of
things that need to be considered:

4.4

a.

eligibility for membership and rules for the admission of new partners, for the exit of
partner(s) and for termination;

b.

representation of each of the partners in the direction of the partnership’s activities,
and their authority to act on behalf of their parent organisations;

c.

rules for making decisions on behalf of the partnership;

d.

rules governing meetings (frequency, notice, quorum, chairing, voting, etc.);

e.

recording decisions and reporting them to the partners and to the public;

f.

ensuring that decisions are properly carried out;

g.

the responsibilities of the partners to each other;

h.

reviewing of performance and financial information of the partnership;

i.

ensuring there are arrangements for any individual or partner organisations to
declare and record a personal, pecuniary or other interest in the activities of the
partnership.

j.

ensuring that where interests are declared there are procedures for managing and
resolving potential conflicts of interest –
i)

to adopt rules to distinguish different categories of decision according to their
importance and whether or not to permit majority voting to decide issues; and

ii)

between the interests of individual decision-making representatives and the
interests of all or some of the partners (i.e. rules for declaring personal
interests and taking/not taking part in decisions);

k.

maintaining high ethical standards in the conduct of the partnership’s business,
including the promotion of equality and respect for all sections of the community

l.

amending the Partnership Agreement;

m.

dealing with breaches of the Agreement.

The proposed governance arrangements for any new partnership should be considered
prior to entering into the partnership and should form part of the evaluation criteria for the
partnership.
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Performance and Financial Management
4.5

The partnership or shared working arrangement should have proper arrangements for:
a.

stating the specific expected outcomes to be achieved through partnership or
shared working.

b.

setting targets to demonstrate these expected outcomes, the actions to be taken to
achieve them and the responsibilities for those actions;

c.

reporting regularly on performance against targets and the progress made towards
the partnership’s aims generally;

d.

reviewing and updating targets.

e.

regular monitoring of finances through quarterly (as a minimum) budget monitoring
reports.

4.6

It is important that the performance of all partnerships and shared working arrangements
is monitored in order to ensure that the partnership/shared service is achieving its stated
objectives and is not having a detrimental impact on the overall performance of the service
and/or council.

4.7

In addition, these arrangements will enable the council to assess whether it is achieving
good value from the money it spends and the time put into it by the partners and officers.

Managing Risks
4.8

Risk management is a key feature of good corporate governance and sound business
practice. The risk management policy of Gravesham is to adopt best practices in the
identification, evaluation and cost-effective control of risks. Specifically with regards to
partnership working and shared services, risk management needs to be applied at the
commencement of any arrangement but also during the setting of objectives at a strategic
or operation level.

4.9

Risk assessments are intended to ensure that risks are eliminated or reduced to an
acceptable level, thereby safeguarding the partnership’s assets, employees and customers
and also the delivery of services to the local community.

4.10 A risk assessment should be delivered in the form of a risk register (the format of which is
not prescribed but should consider the likelihood of the risk occurring, the impact the risk
will have and any mitigating factors). The register must be monitored and reviewed and
this process will contribute significantly to the performance management of the partnership
with regards to progress against objectives.

Public Information and Complaints
4.11 If a partnership or shared service is providing services directly to the public, it is important
that it gives clear information about those services, how to access them and what to do in
the event of a problem or complaint. Such partnerships or shared service arrangements
should have clear written Complaints Procedure (in respect of a shared service, this will
normally form part of the Corporate Complaints procedure for the host authority).
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Maintaining Ethical Standards
4.12 Members and Officers are expected to maintain the highest standards of conduct when
working in a partnership or in a shared service context. The relevant Codes of Conduct
and Protocols set out in Annex 3 to the Council’s Constitution should apply, including when
working on a secondment or exchange basis. These include the “Seven Principles of
Public Life”:
a.

Selflessness: They should serve only the public interest and should never
improperly confer an advantage or disadvantage on any person.

b.

Honesty and Integrity: They should not place themselves in situations where their
honesty and integrity may be questioned, should not behave improperly and should
on all occasions avoid the appearance of such behaviour.

c.

Objectivity: They should make decisions on merit, including when making
appointments, awarding contracts, or recommending individuals for rewards or
benefits.

d.

Accountability: They should be accountable to the public for their actions and the
manner in which they carry out their responsibilities, and should co-operate fully
and honestly with any scrutiny appropriate to their particular office.

e.

Openness: They should be as open as possible about their actions and those of
their authority, and should be prepared to give reasons for those actions.

f.

Respect for Others: They should promote equality by not discriminating unlawfully
against any person, and by treating people with respect, regardless of their race,
age, religion, gender, sexual orientation or disability. They should respect the
impartiality and integrity of the authority’s statutory officers, and its other
employees.

g.

Duty to Uphold the Law: They should uphold the law and, on all occasions, act in
accordance with the trust that the public is entitled to place in them.
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5. Responsibilities for Partnerships and Shared Service
Arrangements
5.1

The following provides guidance to Members and officers of the council participating in,
managing or overseeing established partnership and/or shared working arrangements on
behalf of the council;

Cabinet Portfolio Holders
5.2

5.3

In relation to partnerships the Cabinet Portfolio Holders, in consultation with the Leader of
the Executive, have overall responsibility for overseeing and reviewing the partnerships in
which the council participates. In particular, the Cabinet Portfolio Holders will:
5.2.1

review all new partnerships that fall within their portfolio areas and, as required,
ensure these are approved through Cabinet.

5.2.2

receive an annual update of the partnerships in which the council is involved to
ensure that they continue to be necessary and are operating effectively and
efficiently

5.2.3

exercise a particular responsibility for those partnerships where the council is
represented at Member level.

In relation to shared service arrangements, the Cabinet Portfolio Holders in conjunction
with the Leader of the Executive, have delegated responsibilities for all sharedservices/joint-working initiatives. In particular the Cabinet Portfolio Holders will:
5.3.1

review and, where appropriate, approve all new shared service arrangements that
fall within their portfolio areas.

5.3.2

receive regular updates from officers on the shared service and in particular, how
this is actually working for the council.

Chief Executive, Directors, Assistant Directors and Service Managers
5.4

The senior management of the council are responsible for ensuring that the requirements
of the Partnership and Shared Working Framework are met for all partnerships and shared
working arrangements in which their departments are involved.

5.5

The Monitoring Officer (or Deputy Monitoring Officer) and the Section 151 Officer are
responsible for ensuring sound advice is given in relation to legal and financial aspects of
the partnerships and shared service arrangements either in place or being proposed.

5.6

The Corporate Change team are responsible for ensuring that:
5.6.1

a central record is kept of all partnerships and shared working arrangements in
which the council is involved;

5.6.2

effective arrangements exist to make sure that partnerships and/or shared working
arrangements are created, managed and reviewed in accordance with the
requirements of this Partnership Framework;
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5.6.3

a formal register of the council’s partnership and shared working arrangements is
maintained and published, and reported through the Cabinet Committee at least
once a year.

Responsibilities in Individual Partnerships and Shared Service Arrangements
5.7

Those involved in partnership and shared service work have a responsibility to the council
and the wider public to help make it a success, and so should collaborate with their
colleagues in the arrangement to achieve its aims, exploit opportunities and overcome
problems.

5.8

At the same time, they also have a duty to the council and the wider public to ensure that
the arrangement is effective, gives value for money and is conducted in a proper manner.

5.9

Therefore, any Member or officer of the council appointed to represent the council’s
interests in a partnership or working in a shared arrangement should be made aware of
these responsibilities at the time of their appointment.

5.10 Although the Partnership Agreement or the Shared Service Agreement should provide a
framework for fulfilling these responsibilities, in the event of concern or uncertainty about
how the partnership is working, the relevant Director, Assistant Director or Service
Manager should be consulted and, if the matter is of serious concern, the Head of Legal
(Shared Service) (Deputy Monitoring Officer) and the Director (Corporate Services) should
also be consulted.
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6. Partnership monitoring and review
6.1

Those Members and officers appointed to represent the council on partnerships, or officers
who work in a shared service arrangement, have the primary responsibility for day-to-day
monitoring – through their involvement in meetings, reading of reports and discussions with
officers, the public and others.

6.2

They are expected to consult with and keep the Chief Executive, the relevant Director,
Assistant Director, Service Manager and Cabinet Portfolio Holders (as appropriate)
informed of important issues, achievements and any problems that may arise.

6.3

The Chief Executive, Directors, Assistant Directors and Service Managers, in consultation
with the Assistant Director (Governance and Law) and the Director (Corporate Services)
have a responsibility to make enquiries and take appropriate action concerning any issues
that may arise from the various sources of information available to them about the council’s
partnership work or shared service arrangement.

6.4

Sources of information for the successful monitoring of partnerships or shared working
arrangements may include:

6.5

a.

Minutes of partnership or shared service meetings;

b.

Budget monitoring information;

c.

Performance reports both annual and more frequent;

d.

Enquiry and complaints monitoring;

e.

Formal and informal feedback from the Council’s representatives on partnerships or
shared working arrangements;

f.

Bi-lateral discussions with partners/shared working authorities.

Information obtained from the monitoring and review process may be confidential or
subject to General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR). Members and officers have duties
to ensure that relevant information is treated confidentially and complies with data
protection legislation. The Partnership Agreement or Shared Service Agreement will
contain obligations upon the council and its partners for handling of confidential information
and compliance with GDPR.

Partnership Reviews
6.6

A full review of the council’s Partnership and Shared Service Register will be undertaken
on an annual basis with the revised Partnership register published on the council’s
website. This review will be undertaken during the Autumn of each year but updates will
be made to the register throughout the year should it be necessary, such as with the
introduction of new partnerships/shared working arrangements.

6.7

Cabinet Portfolio Holders will keep the partnerships and shared working arrangements
within their own specific remit under regular review. Should they feel it necessary, they
may seek the advice of the Members within their Cabinet Committees if they have any
concerns or wish to raise any matters for wider discussion.
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6.8

In addition, as part of the annual work programme of the Overview Scrutiny Committee, the
Chair and Vice-chair of the Committee will select one partnership for review each year,
based upon the Partnership and Shared Service register. The responsible officer for the
partnership will be required to provide additional detailed information on the partnership or
shared service and attend a meeting of the Overview Scrutiny Committee to discuss this in
detail.

6.9

A review of the governance arrangements of partnerships and shared service
arrangements will be undertaken in February/March each year to feed into the council’s
Annual Governance Statement (AGS). The review will look at gaining assurance from the
relevant Director, Assistant Director, Service Managers and other key managers, that each
partnership/shared service has the appropriate governance arrangements in place and will
ask responsible officers to provide assurance that the arrangement is still meeting the
objectives set out in the register.

6.10 The Corporate Change Manager is responsible for co-ordinating the reviews detailed
above.

Internal Audit Review of Partnerships
6.11 The council’s Internal Audit team may conduct audits of partnership and/or shared service
arrangements where a need is identified either;
6.11.1 Through the annual audit needs assessment. This selects the audits for the
coming year on a ‘risk’ basis following discussions with the relevant Director.
6.11.2 Where the organisation seeks assurance from internal audit on either the
framework as a whole or over individual partnerships/shared service arrangements.
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Appendix One

Gravesham Borough Council
Partnership Evaluation

-1-

Partnership Assessment
Name of Partnership
Date partnership due
to commence

Date partnership due
to terminate (if
applicable)

Statutory Status
Where will the partnership
operate (please specify)

Please state whether or not this is a partnership for just the Gravesham
area or if it is wider i.e. Dartford and Gravesham, Kent-wide etc).

Lead Organisation (if applicable)
Overall resources available to the partnership
•

Overall partnership budget

£

•

Has external funding been secured for the
partnership? If so, how much and what
will it be used for?

Yes/No
£
Use: i.e. funding to be used to pay for two members of
staff to manage the partnership.

•

Potential external funding that could be
sought?

Please provide brief details of other potential external;
funding – this will be covered in more detail in the ‘Costs
Analysis’.

•

Number of dedicated staff (FTE and costs
if possible)

FTE
£

•

Other (e.g. resources provided in kind)

Organisation involved in the partnership
and budgetary contribution
•

Businesses/Private Sector

•

Individuals

•

Community Groups

•

Voluntary Sectors

•

Other

Name

Resource input by Gravesham Borough Council
•

Dedicated budget

£

•

Staffing (enter number of staff and
estimation of time in working days per
year)

FTE
No. working days

•

Other (e.g. resources provided in kind)

Member input to the
partnership
(if ‘Yes’ please specify which
Member and their role in the
partnership)

Contribution (£)
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-2-

Does the partnership
contribute to the council’s
overall corporate
objectives?
(if ‘Yes’ please identify, in
detail)
What are the anticipated
outcomes for the council?

Please provide brief details of the anticipated outcomes for the council
entering the partnership – community outcomes will be covered in more
detail in the ‘Benefits Analysis’.

Lead officer from
Gravesham Borough
Council
Name and title of person
completing the assessment
and date

Significant partnership 1

Other partnership

If this is to be a significant partnership please complete the self-assessment form fully. This will then be
reviewed by the Monitoring Officer (or Deputy Monitoring Officer) and the Section 151 Officer (Director –
Corporate Services). Following their review this will then be signed off by the Chief Executive/Director and
Lead Member for submission to Cabinet for formal approval, prior to formally entering into the partnership.
If this is to be an ‘other’ partnership please complete the self-assessment form; it is accepted that the level of
detail required may differ to that of a significant partnership. This will then be reviewed by the Monitoring
Officer (or Deputy Monitoring Officer) and the Section 151 Officer (Director – Corporate Services). Following
their review, this will then be signed off by the Chief Executive/Director and Lead Member prior to formally
entering into the partnership.

1

A significant partnership is defined as a partnership for which there is a council resource provision of £10,000 or greater or one that is
fundamental to the delivery of the goals and objectives of the Council’s corporate plan. Without this effective partnership therefore, the
delivery of Gravesham Borough Council’s key corporate goals would not occur
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Self-assessment - Benefits, Costs, Risk and Equalities Assessment
Benefits analysis:
What is the partnership
planning to achieve?

Main aims and/or objectives of the partnership.

What evidence is there that
this is needed (e.g. from
research and analysis or
from experience
elsewhere)?

How do we know that we need to have this partnership? What information
do we have that supports the need for this partnership?

Will it make a contribution
to achieving the council’s
own aims and objectives?
If so, what are the corporate
priorities/targets that the
partnership will help to
deliver?

Please specify the Corporate Plan areas of focus that this partnership will
contribute to.

What are the contributions
towards the council’s
objectives that will be made
by the partnership in the
first year?

By entering into the partnership, what will we expect to actually see
delivered by the partnership within the first year – specifically for the
council?

What will be the outcomes
for the community as a
result of the partnership?

What will be the outcomes of the partnership for the actual users? What
will the community be able to see as a result of this partnership?

If the partnership is not
established, what are the
alternatives for delivery of
the objectives?

Can the objectives/outcomes be achieved through other means other than
the partnership? What would be the cost implications to the council for an
alternative approach?

What are the consequences
of not establishing the
partnership?

If the council does not enter into this partnership what will be the
consequences of this action?

How will we know if the
partnership is a success?

What measures are in place to enable monitoring of the partnership?
Specifically, will VfM Indicators be introduced (monitoring cost,
partnership/service performance and customer satisfaction).

How does the partnership
contribute to the council’s
overall Safeguarding
objectives?

Will this partnership have any impact on the lives of children and/or
vulnerable adults? If so, how? How does this partnership support the
council’s wider Safeguarding commitment? Is there a clear procedure to
follow in the event that the work of the partnership and/or its members
uncovers a safeguarding issue?

Have consultations been undertaken with the public and/or stakeholders.
If so, what has been their response?

Costs analysis:
What is the estimated
financial cost of setting up
the partnership (for GBC)?

How much will it cost to set up the partnership? Will this be met by
existing budgets or is additional funding required? Is this capital or
revenue expenditure?

What is the estimated
financial cost of running the
partnership (for GBC)?

What will be the ongoing running costs of the partnership? Will this be met
by existing budgets or is additional funding required? How long will these
costs have to be found by the council?
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Costs analysis:
What additional resources
are required for the
partnership, provided by
GBC?

What other resources will the council provide to the partnership in terms of
officer time (and level of officer support i.e. admin, senior officer etc.)?
What other resources will the council provide ‘in kind’ such as property etc.

What other potential
sources of income exist and
have they been explored?

Are there any grant funding streams that could be utilised for the
partnership or other government funding? If so, provide details of how this
has been explored or is expected to be explored.

Will the creation of this
partnership have an impact
on the council’s ability to
deliver any other services/
objectives?

If this partnership is created, will resources have to be taken from one task
and re-allocated elsewhere. Will this have an impact on other services?

How will the partnership be
able to demonstrate value
for money?

What measures are to be introduced in order for the council to assess
whether or not the partnership is delivering value for money. Specifically,
will VfM Indicators be introduced (monitoring cost, partnership/service
performance and customer satisfaction).

Risk analysis:
Has a risk assessment of
the proposed partnership
been undertaken

Yes/No
If ‘Yes’ please ensure a copy of the risk assessment is attached.
If ‘No’ a risk assessment must be completed prior to the partnership being
put forward to Cabinet for formal approval.

How likely is it that
something could cause
serious problems

Examples - external funding being withdrawn, accidents, vandalism,
changing public demand or taste, shortages of expertise, legal claims,
other partners withdrawing and leaving the Council with liabilities, etc.)?

Does the council and
partners have adequate
insurance to cover the
partnership?

Have you checked with the Finance Team that the council’s insurance is
adequate for the partnership that is being entered into? Do the partner
organisations have adequate insurance and how can you be sure of this.

Where there are risks not
covered by insurance, is it
possible to insure against
any of these risks?
What does experience
elsewhere tell us about how
risky this type of
partnership is?
Is it possible that the nature
of the risks involved and
their impact on the
partnership could change
dramatically over the
expected life of the
partnership (e.g. due to
demographic changes,
political or economic
uncertainties)?
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Equalities Analysis
Does the proposed
partnership pose any
potential issues in respect
of the equalities protected
characteristics?

The protected characteristics are age, disability, gender reassignment,
marriage and civic partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion
and belief, sex and sexual orientation.
A summary should be provided to show the partnership has been
reviewed to determine if there is any ‘negative impact’ on any of rthe
protected characteristics.

If there is any ‘negative
impact’, what action will be
taken to mitigate it?

Provide details of how any potential ‘negative impacts’ are being managed
to ensure the partnership can work fairly across all protected
characteristics.

General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR
Does the proposed
partnership pose any
potential issues in respect
of GDPR? If so, what and
how are these to be
overcome?

Consideration must be given to the GDPR regulations and ensuring that
the partnership is able to operate within the constraints of GDPR.
A Data Protection Impact Assessment may not be required but if it is,
should be appended to the evaluation form.

Partnership Governance Arrangements
It is essential that all partnerships that the council enters into has good governance arrangements.
As a council we have a responsibility for ensuring that we are doing the right things, in the right way,
for the right people in a timely, inclusive, open, honest and accountable manner. It is therefore
essential that for any partnership that the council is involved in, there are clear arrangements in
place to ensure we are meeting all of the above elements of good governance. .
The partnership has the following governance arrangements in place (or drafted ready for formal
approval):
Terms of reference and/or
Constitution
Eligibility for membership and
rules for the admission of new
partners
Rules for making decisions on
behalf of the partnership
Rules governing meetings
(frequency, notice, quorum,
chairing, voting, etc.)
Rules for recording decisions
and reporting them to the
partners and to the public
Policy for managing conflicts
in the partnership
Code for maintaining ethical
standards
A (draft) Partnership
Agreement outlining the
above
Performance monitoring
arrangements

Yes/No and provide details of where this will be held if the partnership is
formally adopted.
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The partnership has the following governance arrangements in place (or drafted ready for formal
approval):
Financial monitoring
arrangements
Risk monitoring arrangements
Dealing with public
complaints and compliments
Audit requirements
NB: a number of the above may be included within the Constitution and/or terms of reference and therefore
may not be separate documents.

Partnership Exit Strategy
Please provide details of the
‘exit strategy’ that has been
discussed in relation to the
partnership.

Before agreeing to enter into a partnership, an understanding of how the
partnership can end will be required. The exit strategy should include
details of how the partnership will be suspended, dissolved or terminated
as required.
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Partnership Endorsement
Officer Completing the Form____________________________________________ Date:_____________

Based on the information
above, should the
partnership be agreed and
put forward for formal
adoption at Cabinet?

Comments to be provided by the Monitoring Officer (or Deputy Monitoring
Officer) and the Section 151 Officer (Director – Corporate Services) to
provide their endorsement of the partnership or to provide details as to
why the partnership will not be endorsed.

Agreed (put forward to Cabinet for formal approval if a significant partnership)

Chief Executive/Director_______________________________________________

Date:_____________

Leader of the Executive ________________________________________________ Date:_____________

Cabinet Portfolio Holder ________________________________________________ Date:_____________
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Shared Services / Joint Working
Business Case

#############

Author:

Relevant Directors who will be presenting the report for approval at each authority
involved.

Client:

Relevant departments involved at each authority

Date:
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1. Introduction and Strategic Requirements of the Service
1.1

Scope for shared service/joint working arrangements
Brief outline of the shared service/joint-working opportunities and the services involved in
the proposed arrangements.

1.2

Potential stakeholders/partners
The councils and/or any other organisations that may be involved in the proposed
arrangements.

1.3

Current service provision arrangements of potential stakeholders/partners
Explain whether the existing services are in-house, shared or outsourced and give highlevel reporting lines. (NB: section 7 will provide details of the existing working
arrangements)

1.4

Contribution to key council objectives
Service links to corporate plan or corporate objectives.

1.5

Statutory Obligations
List any statutory obligations regarding the service.

2. Strategic and Operational Benefits of Joint Working
2.1

Strategic Benefits
Benefit

Measure

List the benefits to the councils and customers.

How will we know each
‘benefit’ has been achieved
– satisfaction, processing
times etc?
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3. Constraints and Dependencies
3.1

Constraints to the project progressing
• Organisational Constraints
o E.g. geographical locations, legal issues, cultural differences, political issues
o
• Resource Constraints
o E.g. system/equipment compatibility, staff terms & conditions, other staff
issues, availability of skill sets
o
• Time Constraints
o E.g. key deadlines which may impede the progression of this arrangement
o

3.2

Dependencies for the project progressing
• Impact of other factors on the long-term viability or ongoing return on investment of
the project e.g. known or predicted future events
•

4. Legal and Constitutional/Governance Issues
4.1

The partnership/joint-working arrangement will be made pursuant to section 113 of the
Local Government Act 1972, which allows a local authority to place any of its officers, who
consent to the arrangement, at the disposal of another local authority on such terms as may
be agreed between the parties.

4.2

Details of committees and reporting mechanisms along with details of any schemes of
delegations in place and other constitutional issues that need to be taken into account.

5. Equalities Impact Assessment
5.1

An equalities impact assessment should be undertaken for all proposed shared/jointworking proposals. This should focus on:
• What will be the equalities impact on the customer
• What will be the equalities impact on officers/staff involved
• If there is any ‘negative impact’ on either groups, how will this be resolved in order for
the initiative to be progressed.
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6. Consideration of General Data Protection Requirements (GDPR)
6.1

A consideration of any specific requirements in relation to GDPR should be considered and
recorded . A full Data Protection Impact Assessment may not be required but if it is, it
should be appended to the business case.

7. Risks
7.1

‘Do Nothing’ Risks – if there is no change to existing arrangements
Risk identified

Action to mitigate risk

Risks to either council if there is no change to existing
working arrangements

Action that could be taken to
mitigate this risk?

NB: A risk assessment has been undertaken for each option and is contained within
section 7.

8. Existing Working Arrangements
8.1

Departmental Structures
Insert current departmental/team structures of both authorities (liaise with Corporate
Change Manager re: format for this).

8.2

Summary of arrangements –
Gravesham BC
Salary costs (including
oncosts)
Staff numbers (FTE)
Staff numbers (actual)
Scope of service

Provide details of the areas
of work covered by the
departments/teams at each
authority to identify
similarities/differences.

Performance levels:
List key performance
indicators and most recent
outturns.
Current IT systems in use
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NB: there may be more than one team involved in the shared service/joint working
arrangements and therefore it may be necessary to show the set-up of the different
teams separately:

8.3

Summary of arrangements – where more than one department/team is involved
Gravesham BC
Salary costs (including
oncosts)
Staff numbers (FTE)
Staff numbers (actual)
Scope of service
Performance levels:
Current IT systems in use

9. Cost/Benefit Evaluation of Options and Recommendation
9.1
9.2

Clear evaluation of the options contained in section 9.
Recommended option including copy of financial summary box from recommended option.
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10. High-level options
10.1

Service delivery options

10.1.1 Option 1 –

Project

Responsible Lead

Other Stakeholders

Implementation
options

Insert organisation/department structure diagram for this option (liaise with Corporate Change
Manager re: format for this).
Key Benefits of this arrangement

Key disadvantages of this arrangement

Key benefits to either organisation of taking
this option forward.

Any potential disadvantages to either authority
of taking this option forward.

Risks of progressing the option

Mitigating factors

Identify any risks associated with progressing
this option.

Investment/set-up costs
Include all initial and one-off set-up costs
Additional ongoing costs
Include any ongoing, additional costs resulting from this e.g. travel costs etc
Staff cost analysis
Insert staff costs table (liaise with Corporate Change Manager re: utilisation of costs spreadsheet
template as well as the Finance Team).
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Option 1 – Financial Summary
Year 1
(£)

Year 2
(£)

Year 3
(£)

Investment/set-up costs
Additional ongoing costs
Staff cost savings at GBC
Staff cost savings at

Total savings

Evidence of similar projects (where applicable)
• Provide details of any areas where this type of arrangement has already been applied and
whether it has been successful.
•
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10.1.2 Option 2 -

Project

Responsible Lead

Other Stakeholders

Implementation
options

Insert organisation/department structure diagram for this option (liaise with Corporate Change
Manager re: format for this).
Key Benefits of this arrangement

Key disadvantages of this arrangement

Key benefits to either organisation of taking
this option forward.

Any potential disadvantages to either authority
of taking this option forward.

Risks of progressing the option

Mitigating factors

Identify any risks associated with progressing
this option.

Investment/set-up costs
Include all initial and one-off set-up costs
Additional ongoing costs
Include any ongoing, additional costs resulting from this e.g. travel costs etc
Staff cost analysis
Insert staff costs table (liaise with Corporate Change Manager re: utilisation of costs spreadsheet
template as well as the Finance Team).

Option 2 – Financial Summary
Year 1
(£)

Year 2
(£)

Year 3
(£)

Investment/set-up costs
Additional ongoing costs
Staff cost savings at GBC
Staff cost savings at

Total savings
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Evidence of similar projects (where applicable)
• Provide details of any areas where this type of arrangement has already been applied and
whether it has been successful.
•
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10.1.3 Option 3 -

Project

Responsible Lead

Other Stakeholders

Implementation
options

Insert organisation/department structure diagram for this option (liaise with Corporate Change
Manager re: format for this).
Key Benefits of this arrangement

Key disadvantages of this arrangement

Key benefits to either organisation of taking
this option forward.

Any potential disadvantages to either authority
of taking this option forward.

Risks of progressing the option

Mitigating factors

Identify any risks associated with progressing
this option.

Investment/set-up costs
Include all initial and one-off set-up costs
Additional ongoing costs
Include any ongoing, additional costs resulting from this e.g. travel costs etc
Staff cost analysis
Insert staff costs table (liaise with Corporate Change Manager re: utilisation of costs spreadsheet
template as well as the Finance Team).

Option 3 – Financial Summary
Year 1
(£)

Year 2
(£)

Year 3
(£)

Investment/set-up costs
Additional ongoing costs
Staff cost savings at GBC
Staff cost savings at

Total savings
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Evidence of similar projects (where applicable)
• Provide details of any areas where this type of arrangement has already been applied and
whether it has been successful.
•
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Appendices
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1. Business Case History
1.1

Revision History
Revision Date

Summary of changes

Changes marked
--

1.2

Approvals
This document requires the following approvals:
Name

Job title

Date Approved

Provide details of the officers/Members at each authority who will need to be involved in
the ‘approval’ process of the Business Case. This should meet the requirements of the
approval process set out in the Shared Services Toolkit.
The Monitoring Officers and Section 151 Officers at both sites will always be included.
Monitoring Officer at
Gravesham Borough
Section 151 Officer

1.3

Notification List
The following need to be notified when revisions are made:
Name

Job Title

Date

Provide details of the officers/Members at each authority who need to be notified once the
business case is approved and ready for discussion. This will normally include the Chief
Executive and any other key officers/Members.

1.4

Document storage
This document and supporting information is held within the ############# department at
############ Borough Council.
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Drawing up a partnership agreement
1. The detail and complexity of any partnership agreement will vary according to the size
and importance of the partnership and the resources it consumes, but the following key
elements will apply in all cases:
1.1

The council and its partners should agree, and state within the Partnership
Agreement:
a.

the partnership’s aims and objectives and what it plans to actually achieve;

b.

an outline of the rationale for forming the partnership - including why it will
enable the partners collectively to achieve results that could not be
achieved by each of them acting independently or by some other means.

1.2

The Agreement should state whether the partnership is intended to last indefinitely
or for a fixed period (and if so, how long). It should also provide details of any
renewal arrangements for the partnership.

1.3

The Agreement should clearly set out the governance arrangements for the
partnership (covered fully in section three of this framework).

1.4

Where a partnership will provide services directly to the public, the Agreement
should require it to adopt and publish agreed arrangements for:

1.5

1.6

a.

informing and consulting the public about the services provided;

b.

handling complaints, with the aim of ensuring that they are resolved
speedily and without ‘buck-passing’; and for

c.

performance monitoring and performance reporting procedures.

Each Partnership Agreement should set out the following matters clearly:
a.

the responsibilities for providing funding for the partnership;

b.

who has the authority to make decisions on how partnership’s money and
other resources is to be spent;

c.

whether and how resources can be re-allocated between various activities;

d.

the partnership’s financial reporting arrangements (including arrangements
for reporting back to the Council and the other partners)

The Agreement should require the partnership to adopt an information sharing,
data protection and confidentiality protocol to ensure that:
a.

All the partners are kept informed about matters of mutual interest and
concern in order to build trust and understanding across the partnership;

b.

The confidentiality of privileged information is respected by all partners;

c.

a consistent and agreed approach is taken to data protection and client
confidentiality in those partnerships handling and sharing personally
identifiable information;

d.

suitable indemnities are provided when considered appropriate by the
Monitoring Officer (or Deputy Monitoring Officer).
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1.7

In addition the Agreement should include a specific protocol for dealing with
Freedom of Information (FOI) requests. The partnership should designate one
officer from a public sector organisation as the FOI officer for the partnership and
that officer should consult other partners as necessary regarding any potentially
contentious enquiries.

1.8

The Agreement must also include provision for:
a.

resolution of disputes between partners

b.

details of an ‘exit strategy’ for the partnership members:

c.

dissolution of the partnership by mutual agreement or on completion of
agreed purposes (as appropriate); and for
-

the withdrawal of individual partners from a continuing partnership.

-

within the ‘exit strategy’ the agreement must ensure that proper
consideration is given to:
o

the Equalities Act 2010, and the impact that dissolution will
have on the equalities protected characteristics.

o

The Children Act 2004 (s11) and Care Act 2014 (s42) and the
impact that dissolution will have on the council’s statutory duty
to safeguard and promote the welfare of children and vulnerable
adults.

In either case, these provisions should include arrangements for the
disposition of any resources contributed by the council and held by or for
the partnership; and for dealing with any outstanding liabilities that could
fall on the council.
2. Once a formal partnership agreement is drawn up, the partnership will commence
operation. In deciding on the tasks of the partnership, further key projects or work
streams may be agreed. It may therefore be necessary to draw up specific service level
agreements for the duration of said projects or work programmes
3. It may not always be necessary to have service level agreements and this will be
dependent upon the type of project or work programme that is being agreed. The
partnership will need to decide whether the work is covered by the overall partnership
agreement or if something more specific is required.
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Drawing up a shared service agreement
1. As with a partnership agreement, the detail and complexity of any shared service
agreement will vary according to the level of the shared working arrangement in place
and the resources it consumes. Key elements for consideration are as follows:
1.1

Details of how the functions of each organisation are delegated (as required).

1.2

How the services are to be provided within the shared service.

1.3

Accommodation – details of where the shared service will be situated and where
officers will be expected to visit as part of their duties.

1.4

Staff transfers – if required, details of how staff will be transferred as part of the
shared working arrangement along with details of how and when this will take
effect.

1.5

Funding – details of how the shared service will be funded by those parties
involved and how the payments are to be made.

1.6

Details of any assets and liabilities that need to be taken into account in the
agreement.

1.7

Termination – details of how the arrangement can be terminated including the
notice period required.

1.8

Freedom of Information and how these requests will be dealt with within the
shares service.

1.9

Scope of service – the agreement should also provide, as an annex to the
agreement, a detailed description of the services that will be provided by the
shared service.

1.10 Safeguarding – as relevant, details of how the establishment of the arrangement
is likely to aid the council in fulfilling its statutory duty to safeguard and promote
the welfare of children and vulnerable adults.
2.

Joint Manager and Joint Officer arrangements are likely to be a lot less in-depth than the
full shared service; this does not however take away from the importance of having a
formal agreement in place.

